


INTRODUCTION

It is true that the author had written long earlier two

other books on ‘Ashtavakra Gita’, a unique practical text

on Advaita philosophy  - ‘The Quantum  Leap into the

Absolute’ (a summary of the text) and ‘Instant Self -

Realisation’- both of which are available in the website.

The author somehow felt that he had not done full justice

to that text and his mind was not satisfied. When

everyone of the nearly 300 verses of ‘Ashtavakra Gita’

is a gem of “purest ray serene”, selecting a few gems out

of them and presenting them with a detailed commentary

has not been an easy task.

As many people have dubbed him, Ashtavakra was

not a revolutionary who blazed a new trail. What all he

has told in Ashtavakra Gita are also to  be found in

Bhagavad Gita as also a number of Upanishads like

Annapurnopanishad, Adhyatmopanishad, Varahopanishad,

Avadhootopanishad, Sanyasopanishad, Kaivalyopanishad,

Atmaprabodopanishad, Sarvasaropanishad,

Niralambopanishad, Tejobindoopanishad, Kathopanishad,
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Brahmabindoopanishad, Mahopanishad, Yogasikha

Upanishad, Muktikopanishad, Kenopanishad and

Adisankara’s Prakarana texts like Viveka Choodamani

and Aparokshanubhooti. Ashtavakra puts them all in a

telling way, just like a whip-lash. His language is lucid

and simple. Some of the slokas are like catch-words in

the burden of the song in folk-lore music. For instance

his expressions  like ^^fo’olk{kh lq[kh Hko**^^fo’olk{kh lq[kh Hko**^^fo’olk{kh lq[kh Hko**^^fo’olk{kh lq[kh Hko**^^fo’olk{kh lq[kh Hko** (I-5),

^^u Hk;a rL; dq=fpr~**^^u Hk;a rL; dq=fpr~**^^u Hk;a rL; dq=fpr~**^^u Hk;a rL; dq=fpr~**^^u Hk;a rL; dq=fpr~** (IV-6),  ^^u â";fr u^^u â";fr u^^u â";fr u^^u â";fr u^^u â";fr u

dqI;fr**dqI;fr**dqI;fr**dqI;fr**dqI;fr** (VIII-2), ^^ohrr`".k% lq[kh Hko**^^ohrr`".k% lq[kh Hko**^^ohrr`".k% lq[kh Hko**^^ohrr`".k% lq[kh Hko**^^ohrr`".k% lq[kh Hko** (X-3), ^^u^^u^^u^^u^^u

fpUrk eqDr;s ee**fpUrk eqDr;s ee**fpUrk eqDr;s ee**fpUrk eqDr;s ee**fpUrk eqDr;s ee** (XIV-3), ^^fujis{k% lq[ka pj**^^fujis{k% lq[ka pj**^^fujis{k% lq[ka pj**^^fujis{k% lq[ka pj**^^fujis{k% lq[ka pj**

(XV-4), ^^u rs o`f)uZ ok {kfr%**^^u rs o`f)uZ ok {kfr%**^^u rs o`f)uZ ok {kfr%**^^u rs o`f)uZ ok {kfr%**^^u rs o`f)uZ ok {kfr%** (XV-11),

^^fu%ladYi% lq[kh Hko**^^fu%ladYi% lq[kh Hko**^^fu%ladYi% lq[kh Hko**^^fu%ladYi% lq[kh Hko**^^fu%ladYi% lq[kh Hko** (XV-15),  ^^fdeH;L;fr^^fdeH;L;fr^^fdeH;L;fr^^fdeH;L;fr^^fdeH;L;fr

ckyor~**] ^^;nk ukga rnk eks{kks**ckyor~**] ^^;nk ukga rnk eks{kks**ckyor~**] ^^;nk ukga rnk eks{kks**ckyor~**] ^^;nk ukga rnk eks{kks**ckyor~**] ^^;nk ukga rnk eks{kks** (VIII-4), ^^ukga^^ukga^^ukga^^ukga^^ukga

nsgks u es nsgks**nsgks u es nsgks**nsgks u es nsgks**nsgks u es nsgks**nsgks u es nsgks** (XI-6), ^^R;tSo /;kua loZ=**^^R;tSo /;kua loZ=**^^R;tSo /;kua loZ=**^^R;tSo /;kua loZ=**^^R;tSo /;kua loZ=**

(XV-20) and ^^fpÙka eqDrL; jktrs**^^fpÙka eqDrL; jktrs**^^fpÙka eqDrL; jktrs**^^fpÙka eqDrL; jktrs**^^fpÙka eqDrL; jktrs** (XVII-30) are

beautiful and easy to remember.

Each one of the slokas is sufficient to catapult us

into liberation (Jivanmukti) just by one reading. May all

of us be blessed enough to become Jivanmuktas in this

very birth and be a source of inspiration to others on this

path.

- Swami Shantananda Puri
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Selected Gems from

Ashtavakra Gita

Ashtavakra Gita starts with some instant capsules

for liberation (Moksha) which can be considered as the

direct paths to Moksha taking us to the goal instantly.

For persons who find themselves unable to reach these

states but have reached a high level of knowledge, they

may also be considered as sadhanas or practices which

can conduct them to the highest reality within a short time.

Such Moksha capsules can be found not only at the start

but also at various places both at the middle and at the

end. In between, Ashtavakra has inserted certain minimum

essential pre-requisites for any type of sadhana in the

spiritual field. A few selected gems are given below :

1. You are neither a doer nor an experiencer of results.

Dharm¢dharmau sukham dukham m¢nas¢ni na te vibho l

Na kart¢si na bhokt¢si mukta ev¢si sarvad¢ II (I - 6)

“Virtue and sin, joy and sorrow - these are all

related to the mind and do not belong to you - the

Infinite. You are neither the doer nor the one who

experiences the result of the actions. You are ever

liberated.”

1. Y_m©Y_m£ gwI§ Xw…I§ _mZgm{Z Z Vo {d^mo Ÿ&
Z H$Vm©@@{g Z ^moº$m@@{g _wº$ Edm{g gd©Xm Ÿ&& (I - 6)

ll Om Ganesaya Namah ll
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You are an integral and indivisible part of the Totality

viz., the Absolute Self and all action which appears to

have been done by you, emanate from the Totality.

In the vast ocean, each wave thinks that it is rising

up by its own power and competes with other waves. It

is a wrong notion. The wave is moved by the energy of

the entire ocean and is only a witness of its rise and fall.

We are all the waves of the ocean of the Infinite

Consciousness.

The body-mind complex is an imagination of the

mind just like the bodies seen in a dream. All the activities

done by the body are categorised as virtuous or sinful

by the mind based on its conditioning. The virtuous acts

or sinful acts are supposed to result in joy or sorrow.

When once we realise that we are not the doers, we

cannot also experience the results of the acts. Thus, as

the results of the actions cannot bind us, the Infinite

Reality, we are always free and ever liberated.

It is the acts done in one birth that bind us so that

we have to take birth again and again to reap the fruits

of the actions. When once we disclaim the body-mind

complex as ours and thus the doership, we can never be

subject to birth and death. We remain ever free.

Ashtavakra strikes at the very root by exhorting us

to leave off doership itself while Bhagavad Gita gives a

concession to the ignorant that while a person may

continue to do the activities, he should abandon his claim

to their fruits by dedicating them to the Lord.

“Karmanyevadhikaraste ma phaleshu kadachana.’’
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Bhagavad Gita gives a method while Ashtavakra directly

leads you to the goal itself.

Another aspect of this teaching of Ashtavakra is that

when all claim to doership is banned, it also means that

a person should leave off all activities or enterprises and

should not also plan any project for the future. There are

certain compulsory activities like breathing which one is

forced to do. In those cases one should understand that

these activities are done at the level of the totality. When

once we exhale the breath, there is nothing that we can

do to bring it back and inhale. Hence, there is no

doership attributed to any individual. This is also

emphasised in Srimad Bhagavad Gita -“Sarvarambha -

parityagi”. Here Sankara has given the meaning of

‘Arambha’ as all activities and not the beginning  of

activities. The Upanishad also affirms that one cannot get

immortality by any activity – “Na karmana na prajaya

dhanena...” – Mahanarayanopanishad.

I have also heard casually of an anecdote in the life

of Sri Ramana Maharshi. Once a person approached

Bhagavan Ramana and asked him – “Revered Sir, I have

built temples. I have constructed schools and hostels for

the blind. I have done so many social services. Now I

have decided to strive for Moksha (liberation). What

should I do for that purpose?” Bhagavan Ramana

answered him: “Do not do anything. Stop all activities and

remain still, as you are.”

Out of the various Moksha capsules, this verse and

the next represent the easiest ones.
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2. Be convinced that you are liberated and you get liberated.

Mukt¢bhimani mukto hi baddho baddh¢bhim¢nyapi l

Kimvadanteeha Satyeyam y¢ matih s¢gatirbhavet ll

(I-11)

“The one who is convinced  in one’s mind ‘I am

liberated and free’ remains liberated.” The one who is

convinced ‘I am bound’ will remain bound. The old

adage “As we think so we become” is true in this case.

This is another straight dart aimed at the goal.

Through books and through Gurus we have all been

conditioned birth after birth with the firm belief that we

are all bound by a (fictitious) force called Maya and it

is as a result of it that we get involved in various activities

resulting in sorrow and sufferings. We have been heavily

hypnotised into believing that each one of us is a separate

individual who is bound to this phenomenal world

(samsara). The way to removing this belief is a counter-

hypnotism by way of a strong conviction that “I am ever

free”. A strong conviction does not mean a mere

intellectual belief but it means a conviction from the core

of the heart just like the conviction “I  am alive” or “I

am”. This also means that we have to behave in our actual

life as if we are never bound by time or space or other

objects. For instance, let us not rush to the dining hall

when the dinner gong goes. Let us remain where we are.

This situation can come only when we refuse to consider

the specific body as ours but remain as the Absolute Self

2. _wº$m{^_mZr _wº$mo {h ~Õmo ~Õm{^_mÝ`{n Ÿ&
qH$dXÝVrh gË ò̀ § `m _{V… gm J{V ©̂doV² Ÿ&& (I-11)
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which is never subject to the characteristics of the body

- mind complex-like, appetite and thirst. Similarly, love

and hate towards other objects or beings bind us. When

once we remain as the Self, there are no other objects

which are real. As no object is apart from the Self, the

question of like or dislike, love or hate, attraction or

repulsion does not arise. We develop an equal vision

towards all. These are all the essential consequences of

remaining in the conviction that “I am ever liberated and

free.” The Upanishads say “The one constantly thinking

of the Supreme Being becomes verily the Brahman.” If

so, it means that the one who is constantly thinking “I

am free” has to remain free. This is the principle behind

“Hypnotism”. A man is hypnotised into believing that he

is a ‘dog’. He begins to behave like a dog on the stage.

When once the counter suggestion is given that he is a

man, he begins to behave as a man and the effect of the

earlier suggestion wears off.

There is an anecdote that when the first film was

being made on the life of Abraham Lincoln, the actor was

fully trained to behave as Lincoln did in his life time. He

began to stammer a little and walk with a limp like

Abraham Lincoln. The training was so thorough that even

long after the film was released, the actor continued to

behave as Abraham Lincoln in his private life and at

home too, which became highly embarrassing to his

friends and relatives. The doctors who examined him

advised: “He has to be shot dead as Abraham Lincoln

was. There is no other way to make him cease to be

Lincoln.”
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3. Cut off body sense. You are awareness.

Deh¢bhim¢nap¢ºena chiram baddhosi putraka l

Bodhoham jnana khadgena tannishkrtya sukhee

bhava ll (I-14)

Oh my son, you have been bound  since a long

time by your attachment to the body. Cut off that

attachment with the sword “I am pure awareness” and

be blissful forever.

In every birth we have been wrongly attached to

our bodies that “I am this body” and naturally it has

involved us in attachment with wife, son and relatives and

a discriminative treatment with all others. This involves us

in various problems in practical life. In every birth this

idea is repeated and this bondage becomes stronger and

stronger due to the repeated conditionings. Like the same

electricity inhabiting all the bulbs, all the bodies are yours

and you, as the ultimate Reality are occupying all of them.

Even though the body-mind complexes are different you

are the one energy occupying them all. All action is taking

place at the level of the Totality and you are only aware

of them. You are a witness. So, again and again repeating

that I am in all the bodies and I am of the nature of

awareness, all discriminative feelings of hatred, enmity,

jealousy etc. will cease. You will be all love and there

will be no “other person”. Thus, the bondage which has

enveloped you due to your identification with a single

body will cease. You become enlightened and attain

3. Xohm{^_mZnmeoZ {Ma§ ~Õmo@{g nwÌH$ Ÿ&
~moYmo@h§ kmZIS²>JoZ V{ÞîH¥$Ë` gwIr^d Ÿ&& (I-14)
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supreme peace and happiness. The bondage is only

mental. As it is torn asunder by knowledge, it is only

unreal and imagined. A constant affirmation to the contrary

and behaving accordingly will remove that bondage.

4. Separate yourself from the body and remain as

awareness. You are liberated.

Yadi deham prthak-kritya chiti visr¢mya tishthasi l

Adhunaiva sukhi santah bandhamukto bhavishyasi ll

(I-4)

If only you separate yourself from the body and

remain effortlessly established in the awareness of your

Self i.e. as “I am”, you will be freed from all the bondage

and just then will become blissful and peaceful.

All these different moksha capsules, though they look

as if they are separate paths, ultimately are one and the

same, though expressed in different forms in order to

attract people of various tastes and temperaments.

The main culprit involving us in the complexities and

sufferings of the world is our wrong idea “I am the body.”

If only you can separate yourself from the body affirming

“I am not the body” and simply remain in the feeling of

"I AM" you attain moksha this very minute. The thought

that the body is my self is called ‘ego’ and this is the

main stumbling block to your enlightenment. To remain ‘as

you are’ in your ‘being’ (amness) is the most effortless

4. `{X Xoh§ n¥WŠH¥$Ë` {M{V {dlmå` {Vð>{g Ÿ&
AYwZ¡d gwIr emÝVmo ~ÝY_wº$mo ^{dî`{g Ÿ&& ( I-4)
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thing. Nisarga Dutt Maharaj was told by his Guru to

remain in the feeling of “I AM” and by following this

method he got his enlightenment in three years. “I am” is

the basic feeling of sheer existence and one should not

add anything else to it, say - I am a child, I am an M.A.,

I am a Doctor etc. One should not merely think “I am’’.

One should live in the feeling of existence.

As I have already explained in my earlier books,

we should be like a child just born, say half an hour

back. What will be its first thought? Nothing. To have a

thought of a cat, mat, rat, hospital etc., you must have a

vocabulary of some language. The child has no vocabulary

and has no thought. But it has feelings - of appetite, thirst

and evacuation of urine etc. When these basic needs have

been fulfilled, the child will be lying looking like an angel

revelling in the basic feeling “I am”. If we can imitate this,

we can get Moksha here and now.

5. It is meditation and samadhi which bind you.

Nissango, nishkriyo si tvam swaprak¢so niranjanah l

Ayameva hi te bandhah sam¢dhimanutishthasi ll (I-15)

As pure Self, you are without any attachment and

any activity. You are self-effulgent and stainless. This is

your only bondage that you practise meditation and

Samadhi (state of super-consciousness).

You are the Self and there is no other object

besides you. All the worldly objects are only appearances

5. {Z…g§Jmo {ZpîH«$`mo@{g Ëd§ ñdàH$memo {ZaÄOZ… Ÿ&
A`_od {h Vo ~ÝY… g_m{Y_Zw{Vð>{g Ÿ&& (I-15)
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and you are the real substratum over which the illusion

of a world has been superimposed. When there are no

other objects apart from your Self, the question of

attachment or hatred does not arise at all.

All actions result in another birth in order to enjoy

the result of good actions or to suffer the punishment for

the bad deeds done. But as Self, you remain as the

Witness consciousness. All actions are done by the body

which is as illusory as a dream body. Further, when one

gets enlightenment and becomes a Jnani, all his past

karmas (actions) get burnt up.

“Jnanagnih sarva karmani bhasmasat kuruterjuna” -

Bhagavad Gita. There all actions of a saint cease. He

becomes ‘Nishkriya’ (actionless).

The entire world shines because of the light of the

Self, which is the ultimate Reality. “Tasya bhasa

sarvamidam vibhati”- Bhagavad Gita. The entire world is

revealed to us by the light of the Self. Just as a torch

reveals all the objects by its light but does not require

another torch to reveal itself, in the same way, the Self

shines by its own light. It is ‘Swaprakasah’.

The Self is pure and stainless. It cannot be affected

or stained by the qualities or characteristics of any other

object as there are no objects apart from it. If asafoetida

(hing) is kept in a container, even after removing the

asafoetida the smell will remain for a long time in the

container. It is not so in the case of the Self. As the Self
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is actionless, no sin or merit accrues  out of any action.

It is always pure and untainted - ‘Niranjanah’.

The ‘Self’  is your own true form. So the Self is

not to be achieved or newly acquired by any spiritual

practice. It is your natural state. You are always the Self

even when you wrongly identify yourself with one body

and consider yourself as an individual. People do

meditation which culminates in Samadhi (a superconscious

state) where the body sense disappears and you remain

as your pure Self. It is told in Yoga Sutra that Samadhi

is to remain in one’s own natural form (Tada drashtuh

svaroope avasthanam). As Self, you always remain in

sahaja samadhi and there is no need at all to do

meditation and reach the samadhi state.

When a person performs spiritual practices like

Japa, meditation and samadhi, the ego in the form of

doership comes up and it will be binding. This is an

unnecessary bondage. It looks as if Ashtavakra is blazing

a new trail by presenting revolutionary ideas contrary to

what most saints advocate. It is not so. He is only

reiterating the thoughts expressed in Upanishads but the

path he advocates is meant for highly mature spiritual

practitioners who want to directly reach the state of

enlightenment. One Swami Tadrupanandji Maharaj, a great

living saint has quoted beautifully from the Upanishads in

his  ‘Ashtavakra Gita’ in Gujarati :

“Kartrtvadapi ahankara sankalpo bandhah”

(Niralambopanishad - 21)” - Because of the sense of

doership (in meditation leading to samadhi), as the
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resolution to do it stems from ego, it becomes a bondage.

The very thought that I am doing meditation and going

to achieve samadhi involves you in the bondage of ego.

“The Niralambopanishad again says

""`_mÚï>m§J`moJg§H$ënmo ~ÝY…'' ({Zambå~mon{ZfV² - 21)

“Yamadyashtangayogasankalpo bandhah.” The yoga of

eight limbs enunciated in Yogasutra starting with yama,

niyama (disciplines of dos and don'ts) ends with dhyana

(meditation) and samadhi. The resolution to do this

ashtanga yoga (which includes samadhi) has been

declared as a bondage in itself in the Upanishad. Thus

Ashtavakra beautifully blends his self-experience with

upanishadic teachings. He has nowhere gone beyond the

parameters set in the Upanishads. He thus exhorts us to

remain as we are - actionless, revelling in our own

awareness and not trying to get something which is

already achieved – a fait accompli.

6. Formless alone is real. All forms are unreal.

S¢k¢ramanrtam viddhi Nir¢k¢ram tu nischalam l

Yetat tatvopadesena na punarbhava sambhavah ll

(I-18)

All the objects which have a form (including your

body) are unreal as they are always changing. Those that

have no form (like the Self) do not undergo any

transformation and thus are real. By understanding these

instructions one is no more liable to have a rebirth.

6. gmH$ma_Z¥V§ {d{Õ {ZamH$ma§ Vw {Züb_² Ÿ&
EVÎmËdmonXoeoZ Z nwZ ©̂dg§̂ d… Ÿ&& (I-18)
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This is also an instant Moksha capsule. All objects

which possess a form like the body are impermanent and

subject to death or destruction. So they are unreal.

Firstly, all such objects with form are created and

so have a beginning. They are subject to six types of

transformations ending with death. That which has no

form was neither born nor is subject to death. Hence the

question of re-birth for it does not arise at all.

That which has a form (like the body) is limited by

time and space. It is available in a particular place and

time. Anything which has no form cannot be confined to

one particular space. That which has no form has no limits

and is boundless. The Supreme Self is boundless and

pervades everywhere. The body did not exist before it

was born and will not remain after death. The Supreme

Self existed in all the past and will exist in all the future

too. It remains unaffected in all the three periods of time

– the past, present and future. So it is the only reality

which never ceases to exist. It is not bound by time. It

transcends both space and time. The question of its dying

once and being reborn does not arise. The body etc.,

which has a form has an illusory appearance subject to

time and space. It is unreal. This verse from Ashtavakra

is almost identical to verse No. 16 of Chapter II of

Srimad Bhagavad Gita which has been explained in detail

in my earlier book ‘Gita Sarah’.

If only one grasps the truth of these teachings, one

will be free from the fear of death and rebirth involving

again a cycle of sufferings and sorrows. A person should

consider himself- “I am the Atman which has transcended
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time, space and objects. I am all-pervasive, eternal and

never subject to destruction.” Not only this. “I am also

the substratum for the entire universe which is

superimposed in the same way as when a person mistakes

a rope for a serpent.” In the latter case, the snake was

unreal and in his imagination, the seer superimposed it on

the rope. The person is enlightened instantly and has no

more birth or death, if he understands this truth.

Incidentally, this verse also indicates that the worship

of God with form and having visions of that God is not

the ultimate reality. One has to go beyond that to the

Supreme Self without any form which is the only reality.

The Ashtavakra Gita started with King Janaka's

question as to how to get the ultimate knowledge and thus

Moksha (liberation). Ashtavakra has encapsulated all the

direct paths to instant liberation within the twenty verses

of the first chapter.

7. The world appears due to ignorance – disappears

with knowledge.

Atm¢jn¢n¢t jagat bh¢ti Atmajn¢n¢n na bh¢sate l

Rajjvajnanat ahirbh¢ti tajjnanad bh¢sate na hi ll (I-7)

It is because of not knowing oneself that the world

appears while the latter ceases to be seen on knowing

one’s Self. It is because of not knowing the rope the

snake is seen (in it), while on knowing the rope the snake

disappears.

7. AmË_mkmZm‚mJØm{V AmË_kmZmÞ ^mgVo Ÿ&
a‚dkmZmX{h^m©{V VÁkmZmX²> ^mgVo Z {h Ÿ&& (II-7)
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At dusk, as there is no light, you mistake a rope

which was lying on the road as a snake. Thus the reality

is not seen and an illusion of a non-existing snake

appears. When once with the help of a torch you get the

knowledge that it is a rope, the illusion of the snake

disappears. There is no separate world apart from the

Self. Till you enquire as to ‘who am I’ and thus get the

knowledge of the Self, the substratum, you will continue

to see the world. The moment you get the knowledge

of who you really are, the world no longer appears as

separate from you. The world was a superimposed illusion

over the Self. The entire thing is an effortless process.

You do not beat the snake and drive it away. A simple

knowledge of rope is sufficient to drive it away. Hence

knowledge of the Self is sufficient. This is the crux of the

entire Vedanta philosophy.

The method is not only by reading texts or hearing

from saints but by constantly enquiring inside "Who am

I". A day will come when automatically the body sense

will go away and Self-knowledge will be acquired. This

is also the main method advocated by Bhagavan Ramana

who lived upto April 1950.

8. I alone am. I own nothing or everything.

Aho aham namo mahyam yasya me n¢sti ki®cana l

Athav¢ yasya me sarvam yadv¢ngmanasagocaram ll

(II-14)

Just by hearing once the teachings of the sage

Ashtavakra, King Janaka who was extremely fit and ripe

8. Ahmo Ah§ Z_mo _ø§ `ñ` _o ZmpñV {H$#mZŸ&
AWdm `ñ` _o gdª `ÛmL²_ZgJmoMa_² Ÿ&& (II-14)
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for those instructions got the enlightenment and describes

his own experience on realising that he was the very Self,

the substratum of the world, in these words :

Oh? What a wonder? What a glorious thing I am?

I can only bow to myself as there is nobody else and

that too when I own nothing (there is nothing which can

be called as mine) or, to put it in other words, I own

everything which can either be described by words or

conceived by mind.

The ultimate state where one remains as the Self is

a state of non-experience and it cannot be described in

words. The source of any experience is the vibration from

any other object. In a state where there is no object or

world or body or mind (through which only all

experiences take place) there cannot be any experience

at all. In that state one will be like a dumb man who

enjoyed a good feast in his dream but was unable to

express it. Still Janaka is supposed to tell his experience

in the language of ignorance so that we can get some

remote glimpse of what the ultimate state (it is not even

a state but it is our own form) could be like.

The entire book should not be considered as a real

conversation between King Janaka and Ashtavakra. In

many old scriptures Janaka has been described as

‘videha’- one who had no body-sense at all. Further, if

there had been an intimate  conversation, who had

recorded it or written it down in order to pass it on to

posterity such a nice treasure of teachings? In the case

of Bhagavad Gita, much later, the conversation between
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Krishna and Arjuna was recorded by Vyasa, a sage who

went into the samadhi state and visualised all the events

as they took place long back. These texts have

presumably been written by some unknown but eminent

Jeevanmukta or enlightened sage who did not care to

reveal his identity but did it out of compassion for

posterity. Otherwise, it is not possible that a Janaka who

is upbraided by Ashtavakra (in Chapter III - verses 1,

3, 6, 7 etc.) for his greed for earning money and his

passion for and wallowing in sexual enjoyment becomes

enlightened in minutes. The entire teaching in this book

is meant for all of us who are thirsty for spiritual

knowledge and not for a mythical Janaka of yore.

Janaka finds that as Self, he alone is and there are

no objects which could be claimed as his own. As seen

from another point of view, the entire universe and its

objects “which can be either described or conceived by

the mind” are all superimpositions on the Self which is

their substratum (adhishthan). In that way, they all belong

to him. This is the unique glory of the Self. He has

suddenly found himself as the Totality wherein his

individuality has been dissolved. From a limited Jiva he

finds himself transformed into All-the unlimited Self. When

I am all, who else is there, to whom I can bow except

myself ? In Reality, there are no individuals and there is

no world apart from the one Self. The word Self is all

comprehensive and it does not refer to anyone individual.

This caution is necessary as one is liable to think that as

a separate individual one is the ultimate Divinity. When

one leaves off his ‘I’ (ego considering the body as I) and

‘mine’, the limited I (which was a mistaken notion due
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to the attachment with the body as one’s own) becomes

the boundless and all-comprehensive ‘I’ called the ‘Self’.

It is the attachment to one body considering the other

bodies as separate, which leads one to hatred  or enmity

or attachment to some, jealousy etc. and thus to actions.

These actions bind us as they lead to re-birth in order

to experience the reactions of action done (called

Prarabdha) in the form of punishment for bad deeds done

and consequent sorrows and sufferings. Removing  the I

and mine and remaining as a witness consciousness is the

best way to liberation.

9. Duality is the cause of all sorrows.

Dvaitamoolamaho dukham n¢yat tasy¢sti bheshajam l

Drsyametanm¨sh¢ sarvam ekoham chidrasomalahll

(II-16)

It is duality which is at the root of all sorrows. There

is no other remedy for it except to realise that all that is

seen (world) is unreal, I alone am as second to none and

I am pure and of the nature of consciousness and bliss.

When once you think that some one else exists apart

from you, it gives rise to competition, jealousy, fear,

enmity or hatred and extreme attachment to some etc.

and results in consequent sorrows due to inter-personal

conflicts, anxiety, tensions etc. The Scriptures say -

“Dviteeyad vai bhayam bhavati.”  Fear arises whenever

you think that there is another person or thing. Even if

9. Û¡V_yb_hmo Xw…I§ ZmÝ`Îmñ`mpñV ôfO_² Ÿ&
Ñí`_oVÝ_¥fm gd©_oH$mo@h§ {MX«gmo@_b… Ÿ&& (II -16)
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you think that the fan above you is separate from you, it

may cause fear that one day the fan might fall on you. It

is because you think that there is something apart from

you (this thought is called duality), in order to achieve it

(say, to earn money) you engage yourself in activities

which result in meritorious deeds or sins which again lead

you to another birth in order to experience their reactions-

say, to get rewarded or to get punished. The rebirths

again cause various types of sorrows. Ramana Maharshi

has told in his ‘Upadesa saram’ that “Krti mahodadhou

patanakaranam’. The karmas or activities are a big ocean

which finally causes us to fall.

When you sleep alone in your room you may get

a dream where many objects and many persons are seen,

known and unknown to you. There may be some dacoits

who have come to kill you and steal your money and

other possessions. So long as the dream continues, all

these objects or persons seem to be absolutely real and

you are afraid. The only remedy to escape from this

predicament is to wake up, when you realise that you,

the dreamer alone was there in your room and all the

objects you saw as apart from yourself were unreal

and your own mental creations. The same thing holds

good in your waking state too, which is a cosmic dream

and not a reality. The only remedy is to wake up, when

the myriad objects and the dream world would disappear

and you remain alone, there being no other thing which

can cause you sorrows.

In the dream-like waking state we have forgotten

who we are in the same manner as a person forgets who
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he is while dreaming and assumes a different role and

name in the dream drama. What can be the remedy for

this malady? It can only be that you remember 'who you

are' in your real non-dual nature where you remain ever

liberated and never subject to birth or death (The birth

and death only happened in the dream).

10. A liberated soul will not be engaged in earning

money.

Avin¢sina m¢tm¢nam ekam vijn¢ya tattwatah l

Tava ¢tmajnasya dheerasya kathamarth¢rjane ratih ll

(III-1)

In the third chapter, Ashtavakra warns Janaka of the

two main pit-falls which will negate one's Self-realisation.

In other words, one cannot rank oneself as a realised soul

unless one has ceased to be engaged in earning money

through business or other avocations.

When once by actual immediate (without a medium)

experience you have known that you are immortal, not

subject to destruction or death and there is nobody else

other than you, how can you stake a claim on the one

hand that you are courageous enough to have realised the

Self and at the same time have a desire to earn money

and wealth?

Earning money and wealth as also realisation of the

Self is not possible as both are opposed in their nature.

10. A{dZm{eZ_mË_mZ_oH§$ {dkm` VÎdV… Ÿ&
VdmË_kñ` Yrañ` H$W_Wm©O©Zo a{V… Ÿ&& (III - 1)
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It is only when you are convinced that the world and its

objects (including your body) are unreal and are only your

own mental projections, you will cease to care and strive

for earning money, promotions etc.

You are divine and immortal as you  are the Self. All

other objects like money, wife, children etc., are all

impermanent. They are only dream figures and they do not

have any independent existence. You, as the Self alone, are

true and real. If so, who will be stupid enough to earn

money for the family which will not last and is unreal?

Everybody wants permanent enjoyment and

happiness. How can this desire be fulfilled by attaining

evanescent objects?

The understanding of the fact that nothing exists

forever, there is no object at all apart from you and that

the Self alone exists will come only after proper enquiry

and direct experience. That practical knowledge is called

vijnana.

11. A realised person will not be interested in sexual

enjoyment.

Asthitah param¢dvaitam moksh¢rthepi vyavasthitah l

Ascharyam k¢mavasago vikalah kelisikshay¢ ll (III-6)

Though well established in the truth of non-dual

reality and striving systematically to go on the path for

liberation, it is a wonder that even such a man of

knowledge comes under the sway of passion and lust and

11. AmpñWV… na_mÛ¡V§ _mojmW}@{n ì`dpñWV… Ÿ&
Amü ª̀ H$m_deJmo {dH$b… Ho${b{ej`m Ÿ&& (III-6)
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gets agitated because of the latent tendencies for sexual

enjoyment inherited from previous births.

It is a matter for wonder that even a Jnani in an

advanced stage, who has been convinced of the non-dual

nature of the Self and who is intent on getting liberation

(Moksha) and doing meditation and other practices falls

a prey to sexual excitement and lust. This is because of

the vasanas, the latent past tendencies of previous births.

With a strong will power, one can overcome the vasanas.

Unless one overcomes his passion and lust, any amount

of spiritual sadhana is of no use and one cannot get

liberation. Scriptures have enumerated eight types of

behaviour with other sex as equivalent to actual

intercourse (maithuna), which include touching the other

sex, taking them aside and talking to them in secret,

telling jokes etc. with a view to make the other sex laugh

etc. One has to take all precautions and avoid any

intimate contacts with the other sex without any

compunction if one is to succeed in attaining his spiritual

goal.

12. The seeker for Moksha gets afraid of Moksha

(liberation) itself.

Ih¢mutra viraktasya nity¢nitya vivekinah l

Ascharyam mokshak¢masya moksh¢deva vibh¤shika ll

(III-8)

It is a wonder that even a person who has a deep

longing for liberation, who can discriminate between

12. Bhm_wÌ {daº$ñ` {ZË`m{ZË`{ddo{H$Z… Ÿ&
Amü ª̀ _mojH$m_ñ` _mojmXod {d^r{fH$m Ÿ&& (III-8)
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permanent and impermanent objects and has developed

a high dispassion for all enjoyments of this world and the

other world (heaven etc.) is at the last moment afraid of

liberation (itself ). This is perhaps the last strong

impediment to be overcome before achieving the goal. It

requires a strong determination, will power and the grace

of the Lord to overcome this stumbling block.

This fear at the last moment from liberation itself can

be attributed to either or both of the two reasons :

(a) Fear that the enjoyments to which he is

accustomed to in this world (good food, drinks,

dance, music etc.) will no longer be available

once he gets moksha (liberation). The chances

for this reason are remote as it has already been

stated that he had completely renounced all

worldly enjoyments.

(b) Everyone normally identifies himself with his body

and considers himself as an individual. The other

persons are considered as different from him,

one his enemy, one his favourite, one a friend,

one his son etc., This discriminative attitude due

to his assumed individuality creates competition,

envy, hatred etc. and consequent sorrows and

sufferings. The moment he realises that there is

only one Self which goes into all the bodies (like

one electricity from the generator going into all

the bulbs) he understands that none of the objects

of the world is different from him and that all the

events are as in a dream drama where he alone
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acts all the roles as his own enemy, son etc. Thus

the Totality-alone remains as the only reality and

the individuality vanishes. Moksha means loss of

the limited personality which gets merged into the

unwalled boundless infinity of the impersonality.

Hence at the last moment a fear grips the

Sadhaka that if his individuality as Mr. Saxena,

Mr. Srivastava or Mr. James is to disappear, i.e.,

when the ‘I’ vanishes, what will be left and what

is the need for a Moksha which ‘I’ will not

enjoy. Thus the finite individual is afraid of

merging in the infinite Totality called the Supreme

Being. He who started on the journey to get

Moksha retreats in fear from Moksha itself on

the ground that it will result in losing his individual

status. Later, Ashtavakra is going to spell it in

clear terms as  :

“Yada naham tada moksho

Yadaham bandhanam tada.’’ (Chapter 8 - 4)

Only when ‘I’ is no longer there, moksha takes

place. So long as ‘I’ remains, one continues to remain in

bondage.

13. A Jnani is neither pleased nor displeased.

Dheerastu bhojyam¢nopi peedyam¢nopi sarvad¢ l

Atm¢nam kevalam pasyan na tushyati na kupyati ll

(III-9)

A courageous Jnani, irrespective of whether he is

13. YrañVw ^moÁ`_mZmo@{n nrS>ç_mZmo@{n gd©Xm Ÿ&
AmË_mZ§ Ho$db§ ní`Þ Vwî`{V Z Hw$ß`{V Ÿ&& (III-9)
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feted or tortured, remains unmoved. He is neither pleased

when feasted nor does he get annoyed or angry when

he is tormented. He sees everywhere his own Self and

not a different personality. Any acts of others do not

affect him as he knows that it is all a play in the life

drama where the one who is giving him a feast and the

one who is torturing him is only himself acting in those

roles just like the famous Hindi actor Amitabh Bachchan

who may act in the same film as a father, his first son

who runs away and turns into a dacoit and his second

son who is a superintendent of police who has made a

vow to catch that dacoit. If in a cinema of Ramayana,

you are acting as both Rama as also as the demon King

Ravana, how can the abuses hurled at him by Ravana

hurt the former who knows and sees himself as Ravana

also. This is also the state of a person who has become

a Jeevan Mukta (liberated while alive). This is one of the

characteristics helpful for a self-assessment as to whether

one is liberated or not. It is not a test intended for finding

out whether another person is liberated or not. It is never

possible for anybody to find out whether  another person

is a liberated one. A realised person does not develop

some horns to recognise him with. He is commoner than

any other common man and if we meet him in the street

we will never like to have a second look at him. Later

Ashtavakra says :

""Bhr¢ntasyeva das¢st¢st¢h t¢drs¢ eva j¢nate.''

(14-4)

A realised soul's state is like that of a mad man and

only those who are in a similar state can recognise him.
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14. A Jnani never gets pleased or unhappy when a

worldly enjoyment seeks him by chance.

Antastyakta kash¢yasya nirdvandvasya nir¢sishah l

Yadrchchay¢gato bhogo na dukh¢ya na tushtaye ll

(III-14)

For the one who has got rid of his vasanas (latent

tendencies) from his inner heart and who is not affected

by the pairs of opposites like joy and sorrow,  cold and

heat etc., if some worldly enjoyment comes by chance,

it gives him neither sorrow (revulsion) nor joy.

A liberated person is one from whose heart all

vasanas like attachment, hatred, desires including lust or

passion, anger, greed etc., have gone away forever.  He

knows that all pairs of opposites like heat and cold, joy

and sorrow are purely mental projections and are all false.

He has, therefore, got rid of them. He has no desire for

any type of enjoyment like, good food, good music, good

dress or sex. If such a liberated soul is compelled by

unexpected circumstances, by chance to experience some

enjoyment, it makes no difference to him. He is neither

pleased nor displeased. In this connection, one of the

stories told by Bhagavan Ramana (as mentioned in Sri

Ramanashram's books containing stories as told by

Bhagavan Ramana) is worthy of mention.

At the instigation of a king, a prostitute manages to

become intimate with an enlightened and liberated person

living alone in a jungle. Her mission is to prove that the

14. AÝVñË`º$H$fm`ñ` {ZÛ©ÝÛñ` {Zam{ef… Ÿ&
`ÑÀN>̀ m@@JVmo ^moJmo Z Xw…Im` Z Vwï>̀ o Ÿ&& (III-14)
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saint was actually a fraud. A child is also born to her

through him. In order to expose the saint to the public,

the king arranges for a public dance performance by the

prostitute in the courtyard of a temple on one of the

nights. That night she fed her child with some herbal

powder and left it in charge of the saint. A few minutes

later the child began to wail so loudly and continuously

that the saint had to take it to the venue where its mother

was dancing and he managed to sit very near to one side

of the dancing platform. Once while dancing nearer to him

she let loose one of her anklets. The saint managed to

pick it up. When she came next time near him, he

managed to hug the child with one hand and tied the anklet

to the dancer’s feet. All the audience present laughed

derisively because they understood that the saint was her

paramour. The saint gravely got up and said - “If it is true

that I am a realised soul, may the statue of the Lord kept

in this dancing platform be split into three pieces.”

Immediately the statue was split into three pieces.

This only shows that it is difficult to judge a realised

person and we have no right to pass a judgement on him.

The case as mentioned above and in this verse are the

rarest of exceptions and a sadhaka should not criticise

anybody, not to speak of a saint.

Further, merit or de-merit, virtue or sin accrues to

the one who has a sense of doership. A Jnani does not

have a sense of doership and according to him, all the

actions arise in Totality and he is only a witness. He has

no desires to be fulfilled.
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An expert dancer never makes one false step even

while dancing casually. So also, a realised soul will never

take a false step or do something which is not expected

of a realised person unless he is propelled in that direction

in the larger cosmic interests. There are rarest of

exceptions which cannot be explained from an ordinary

level but in these cases no merit or sin accrues to the

saint who remains unaffected. The entire thing remains a

divine secret.

15. When the mind neither grasps nor abandons

anything, it is liberation (moksha).

Tad¢ muktir yad¢ chittam na v¢nchati na sochati l

Na munchati na grnh¢ti na hrshyati na kupyati ll(VIII-2)

One gets liberation when one’s mind is free from

desires, regret or sorrow, acceptance or leaving and

happiness or anger.

In Chapter VIII, Ashtavakra summarises in three

verses the essentials for getting liberation. Bondage and

liberation are both states of mind. The mind has to be

controlled and one cannot get liberation either by

procuring any objects of the world or by renouncing them.

A liberated state is our own nature. We are ever liberated

(Nitya mukta). This is not realised by us because of

certain mental delusions. The Self alone is true and all the

world and its objects are superimpositions (appearances)

on the substratum of the Self. The objects are not apart

15. VXm _w{º$`©Xm {MÎm§ Z dmÄN>>{V Z emoM{V Ÿ&
Z _w#m{V Z J¥†m{V Z öî`{V Z Hw$ß`{V Ÿ&& (VIII-2)
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from the Self and they are unreal appearances on the Self

only. There cannot be any object if there was no Self at

all. The Self is Poorna-plenary. It is self-sufficient and

perfect.

Atman lacks in nothing. That being the case, any

desire to acquire anything shows that the person considers

himself as lacking in that thing and has not realised his

nature. He is bound by his desires  and is not liberated.

Self is not limited by time, space and objects. Similarly,

unhappiness or regret comes as we either have failed to

get what we desired or have lost what we possessed

while we desired to save it forever. This again shows our

imperfection. The Self is ever perfect, complete and lacks

nothing. The unhappiness shows that we are not aware

of our Self which is ever perfect and full. Only when all

desires and unhappiness due to the non-fulfilment of

desires are eliminated, one gets liberation. As one's Self

is full, there is nothing which has to be acquired and

accepted. There is also nothing which one gains or loses.

If one imagines that something has been acquired or lost

by one, it is ignorance. Such a one is far from liberation.

Similarly one gets angry when one fails to get one's

desires fulfilled or when some person puts impediments

in the way of getting the desires fulfilled. Similarly one is

very happy when the desires materialised without any

problem. In the case of the Self-realised person, as no

object remains apart from him, the question of acquiring

it or rejecting it, as also being pleased or displeased,

does not arise.
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16. It is liberation when there is a choiceless perception.

Tad¢ bandho yad¢ chittam saktam k¢svapi drshtishu l

Tad¢ moksho yad¢ chittam asaktam sarva drishtishu ll

(VIII-3)

It is bondage when the mind gets attached to a

specific object of perception. It is liberation when the

mind gets attached to all objects equally (i.e. when the

mind gets attached to no objects perceived).

This also can be included as an instant capsule for

liberation. This method, under the name of choiceless

perception, has been recommended by Sri J.

Krishnamurthy, an internationally famous philosopher. It

was also popularised by Late Swami Sarana-nandaji

Maharaj of Manav Seva Sangh and his disciple Devaki

Maa and they have named it ‘Mooka Satsang.’

To reduce it to a practical example, let a sadhaka

daily retire to a lonely place in his house, say the balcony

in the terrace or a small garden. Initially, let him instruct

the people in the house not to disturb him on any account

for atleast one or two hours. Let him relax himself in an

easy chair. At that time, there may be so many plants,

trees etc., in that garden or flower pots etc. in the terrace.

One should not choose one of them and think “This is

the plant I brought from Assam. See, it has become

completely withered” etc. Your eyes may generally see all

the objects around you but they should not pick up one

of them for separate attention and get stuck up to it. The

moment you choose one of them through the eyes and

16. VXm ~ÝYmo `Xm {MÎm§ gº§$ H$mñd{n Ñ{ï>fw Ÿ&
VXm _mojmo `Xm {MÎm_gº§$ gd©Ñ{ï>fw Ÿ&& (VIII-3)
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pass on that information to the mind, the latter establishes

a relationship of love and concern, revulsion etc., which

causes you to think about it and the mind gets engaged

in such diversified thoughts regarding outside objects. In

earlier verses it has already been told that the key to

liberation is stopping of all thoughts.

In the same way, thoughts emanate from the mind

as your senses like ear, eyes, nose etc., select and

choose an object to perceive and pass on that information

to the mind. This causes ripples of thoughts to arise in

the mind which establishes relationship of attachment,

hatred, fear, jealousy etc. with those selected objects. To

give another example, you may hear while sitting in

solitude various noises say, a bee humming nearby, a child

weeping in the street, two persons loudly abusing each

other and quarelling in the street or a girl in the

neighbouring  house practising  on her piano in a horrible

voice etc.  Do not choose to hear only the girl playing

on the piano and wonder when either the neighbour will

vacate  the house and leave you in peace or you will

yourself vacate your house and go somewhere else.

Liberation is possible only when you practise not to

choose any particular objects of perception but get into

a ‘No-mind’ state when the mind has no thoughts and

does not get itself stuck up with any particular objects

perceived through your senses, namely – the eyes, the

ears, the nose etc. This is an exercise easy to practise

and very soon you would get liberation from all bondages.

If one gets drowsy also some times while sitting without

thoughts, it does not matter.
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One has to practise this choiceless perception for

quite some time so that this does not remain only for an

hour or two but it follows us at all times. Even while

walking on the road, going in a taxi or car, none of the

objects en-route should attract the mind and the mind

should remain fixed on Totality which is the same thing

as a ‘No mind’ condition. This will come only after a long

practice. If, even after a good practise one finds it

impossible to practise it even for a day, the remedy is

seeking the holy company of saints and praying intensely

to the Lord.

17. Liberation assured if the 'I' goes away.

Yada naaham tad¢ moksho yadaaham bandhanam

tadaa l

Matveti helaya kinchin maa g¨h¢na vimuncha maa ll

(VIII-4)

So long as the idea of ‘I’ remains there is no

liberation (Moksha). It is the ‘I’ which causes all bondage.

Understanding this fact, do not grasp or renounce any

object with a longing (either to possess it or to leave it).

This instant Moksha capsule has already been given

earlier in different words. Ashtavakra tries his best to

inveigle us in Moksha (liberation) the abode of permanent

happiness and peace by using different words or

expressions in the hope that something will click and we

may be attracted to practise any of the methods leading

to liberation. This is boundless compassion to the

posterity.

17. `Xm Zmh§ VXm _mojmo `Xmh§ ~ÝYZ§ VXm Ÿ&
_Ëdo{V hob`m {H${#mÝ_m J¥hmU {d_w#m _m Ÿ&& (VIII-4)
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The very first thought that comes to you when you

wake up every morning is ‘I’ - Mr. Robert, I - Sakuntala,

I - Ramamurthy etc.

You, who were one with the nameless Total absolute

consciousness during your sleep, became fragmented on

waking up as you chose and identified yourself with one

body - mind complex. This identification with one body

is called ‘ego’ or ‘I’. This ‘I’ expresses itself in two ways.

One, as a doer of various activities – “I built the temple”,

“I went and abused the saint” etc. Naturally when you

associated yourself as a doer, the result namely, the merit

or the sin depending on whether the activity was good

or bad accrued to you and you had to take another birth

to experience the results of your past actions. Thus your

‘I’ stands on two legs as a doer and as an experiencer.

Thus you get a bondage dooming you to further birth and

sufferings. So long as the ‘I’ is there, it results in bondage.

If the ‘I’ is gone and if you do not identify yourself with

anybody, you remain as the Totality-the Absolute

consciousness which is the only reality. That is liberation

or Moksha. So, for removal of the 'I', one should remain

as a witness to all events or activities and not as a doer.

Be one of the audience and not an actor in the drama.

All actions are pre-ordained at the level of the Totality

and your body is used to carry them out. It is just like

a bulb allowing the electricity from the generator to pass

through it but considering itself as the giver of light (the

doer). Thus when you disclaim yourself as the doer, the

results of your action cannot affect you at all. So any

activity of gripping or leaving an object cannot have any
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effect on you so long as you disclaim being the doer of

those acts. When once the ‘I’ is gone, there is no

individual left to whom the merits or sins of any good or

bad activity can accrue resulting in another birth for

experiencing any rewards or punishments. You stand

liberated.

18. There is no duty done or to be done. Leave them off.

Krtakrte cha dvandvaani kadaa s¢nt¢ni kasya vaa l

Evam jnatveha nirved¢t bhava ty¢gaparo (a) vratee ll

(IX-1)

For who and when has the list of duties already

done and duties or activities still left to be done and the

pairs of opposites like joy and sorrow relating to those

activities been exhausted by performance? Knowing this,

develop dispassion and detachment to the objects of the

world. Be concerned with renouncing them all in a natural

manner and do not resort to taking vows for leaving

them.

We see people saying “I have some duties left - say,

I have to marry off my daughter and see that my son's

education is completed. Then I shall be free and devote

all my time to sadhana.” Our only duty is to know who

we are. Then only we will know who the others are and

what duty we owe them. We are busy with imagined

duties. When we complete such duties, our imagination

is fertile enough to create more and more duties to be

18. H¥$VmH¥$Vo M ÛÝÛm{Z H$Xm emÝVm{Z H$ñ` dm Ÿ&
Ed§ kmËdoh {Zd}XmØd Ë`mJnamo@d«Vr Ÿ&& (IX-1)
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done which will not be finished in our life-time. We have

to ruthlessly cut off all duties with reference to this world

and devote all our time to God realisation. Many are of

the opinion that we should take up spirituality only when

we reach 70 years of age and not earlier. It is a stupid

idea. There is no guarantee that we will live upto 70

years at all. We have seen many young people dying in

the prime of their life. Secondly, most of us get all

physical or mental ailments by seventy years-arthritis,

spondylosis, heart problems, kidney problems, asthma,

diabetes etc. which will leave us so drained that even if

we want, we will not be able to do any meditation or

any sadhana at all. Ramakrishna Paramahamsa used to

say “Lions have to be caught young when they are cubs

and trained.” The same idea is conveyed in Srimad

Bhagavata when Prahlada exhorts the demon-boys.

Naturally, when we get engaged in imagined duties

like the marriage of a granddaughter or the study of a

grandson, ever so many problems will crop up involving

sufferings and small joys (the opposite pairs). Will there

be any end to them? How many have been able to say

that we have finished all the duties and no more duties

are left undone? Develop a disgust for all the wordly

activities connected with the never ending series of so

called duties already done and yet to be done. Renounce

all such duties and be fully devoted to the path leading

to Self-realisation. Even after doing all such duties you

will rarely find anybody who will appreciate you or feel

grateful to you even after benefitting from your  activities.

This will result in unhappiness or mental depression from

which you may never recover.
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19. Desire is bondage. Detachment from world brings

happiness.

Trshn¢ m¢tr¢tmako bandhah tann¢so moksha uchyate l

Bhaw¢sansaktimatrena pr¢ptitushtir muhurmuhuh ll

(X-4)

All our bondage is made up of desires only. The

destruction of all desires is called liberation (Moksha).

Only by cultivating detachment towards the objects of the

world we  get happiness as also a sense of achievement.

One of the basic tenets of Buddhism is that desire

is the cause of all sorrows. The moment you are able to

annihilate  all desires for worldly things you have achieved

liberation or moksha. This is another instant moksha

capsule.

In Srimad Bhagavatam it is mentioned that when

Prahlada, a young child devotee, is persuaded by the

Lord to ask for a boon, he asks the latter to bless him

that no desire for any object should ever sprout in his

heart “(K¢m¢n¢m h¨dyasamrohah)”. In this same Srimad

Bhagavatam there is a story of a hawk which was flying

with a piece of meat when a number of vultures began

pursuing it. Finally, when the hawk dropped the piece of

meat, nobody pursued it further and it was saved from

the danger for life. The moment you manage to drop all

the desires and develop detachment towards the worldly

objects, power, position or status, wealth etc., your

tension, fear, anxiety etc., are all over and nothing binds

19. V¥îUm_mÌmË_H$mo ~ÝY… VÞmemo _moj CÀ`VoŸ&
^dmg§g{º$_mÌoU àm{áVw{ï>_w©hþ_w©hþ…&& (X-4)
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you. You are free. The more you cling to those objects,

the more the miseries and lack of peace of mind.

The series of calamities which follow our attachment

to the objects have been elaborately described in Srimad

Bhagavad Gita. It is told : “By constant association with

the objects, desire to possess more or to maintain them

in the same condition arises. During the course of the

activities to realise the desires, anger arises. Anger gives

rise to a delusion where one does not know what to do

and what not to do. This results ultimately in the

annihilation of the intellect which leads to total

destruction."

20. Stop  all Activities

Krtam na kati janm¢ni k¢yena manas¢ gir¢ l

Dukham ¢y¢sadam karma tadady¢ pyuparamyatam ll

(X-8)

Since how many lives have you been doing through

the body, mind and speech, various activities involving a

lot of effort, tiresomeness and sorrow? Atleast now you

cease those activities.

Life after life you have been engaged in various

activities involving tiring physical effort, mental effort and

also through speech by giving lectures and talking to

various people through phones or directly. Often, while

doing those activities, you suffer so many sorrows/

miseries due to non-cooperation of subordinates, abusive

20. H¥$V§ Z H${V OÝ_m{Z H$m òZ _Zgm {Jam Ÿ&
Xw…I_m`mgX§ H$_© VXÚmß ẁnaå`Vm§ Ÿ&& (X-8)
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bosses, unexpected technical complications etc. With all

that, you never got any satisfaction or permanent

happiness. You still continue to do similar actions. When

all these activities have not given you happiness, why don't

you try to cease all actions, remain as a sheer witness

to all the events? It is doing actions with some desires

to achieve, which involves us in sorrows and miseries.

Not only that, but it also involves us in taking further

births for experiencing the rewards/punishments for good/

bad deeds done. During those further births we again do

some good / bad deeds which result in further births and

so on. Stopping of actions will result in stopping of further

births, which is called Moksha or liberation. Thus this can

also be included in instant Moksha capsules.

Unless you stop the desires, activities cannot be

stopped. Desires cannot be stopped unless you develop

detachment towards the objects. The mind is always

thinking of those objects with which it has been associated

by love, hatred, envy, fear etc. When you develop

detachment, thoughts cease. It is thought which ends in

action. Stop all thoughts and there will be no action. "Be

still and know that you are God.”

When analyzed, most of the methods of sadhana

boil down to the same point – “Stop the mind and reach

God’’ (yogas  chitta vrtti nirodhah). Only thing is that in

the various methods we try to stop the series leading to

unhappiness at various levels, at the level of thought,

action, desire, doership, mental attitude etc.
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21. A Jivanmukta is not tainted by any work even if he

does any.

Sukhadukhe janm¢mrtyu daiv¢ deveti nischayee l

S¢dhy¢darsee nir¢y¢sah kurvannapi na lipyate ll (XI-4)

The one who has come to a firm conclusion that

all the opposite pairs like joy and sorrow and birth and

death are all ordained by God has no goal to be

achieved. Hence, even if he does some activity it is done

without effort and he is not tainted by it.

The greatest events in one’s life are birth and death

as also joy and sorrow. We try to avoid death through

medicines, performance of specific rites like Maha

mrtyunjaya havan etc. Actually it is in the hands of God.

Similarly, a poor or rich family, and in a village or in a

city, the entire environment in which  we are born is not

left to our choice. It is predetermined by God. The

various calamities which arise in life giving rise to sorrow–

for example, the death of one’s wife or children as also

the various events which give us temporary joy – e.g.

marriage, promotion, a lottery, birth of a son etc. are not

in our hands at all. They are all engineered by God. In

these matters, with all our efforts, our proposals and

planning fail and suddenly events take place without our

expecting them. Hence all the events are controlled by

the Lord. All our activities in life are directed towards

achieving something, to get a promotion or change of job,

getting a son, earning a lot of money etc. When once we

21. gwIXw…Io OÝ__¥Ë ẁ X¡dmXodo{V {Zü`r Ÿ&
gmÜ`mXeu {Zam`mg… Hw$d©Þ{n Z {bß`Vo Ÿ&& (XI-4)
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are convinced that all these events in worldly life are

controlled by the Lord, there is no use of any action as

no goal in this worldly life is within our control.

When we are desirous of achieving some goal,

naturally, concern, anxiety, fear, competition, anger etc.,

arise from our effort in performing these activities. When

we have no personal interest and no goal in sight which

lies within our power to achieve, any activities we may

undertake become effortless. Even when some activity is

done due to some compulsion or casually, it has no effect

on the persons performing those actions. It does not taint

them.

When we are convinced that nothing is in our hands

and all events are controlled by the cosmic Director just

like in a drama which is enacted, we become only

witnesses. We do not actively participate in the drama of

life. The joy or sorrow emanating from the actions do not

have any effect on us and leave no mark. This is absolute

surrender. Here there is a total acceptance of either joy

or sorrow and the events themselves. There is no

doership. There is no ego which claims "I did it. I am

having sorrow" etc. This is liberation or Moksha. This is

another Moksha capsule which requires an absolute faith

in God as the controller.
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22. “I am not the body. I am the awareness” – This is

liberation.

N¢ham deho na me deho bodhohamiti niºcayee l

Kaivalyamiva samprapto na smaratyakrtam k¨tam ll

(XI-6)

“I am not the body. The body is not mine. I am

the Pure consciousness.” The one who is convinced of

this can be considered as one who is almost liberated.

He does not think of “what has already been done” and

“what has not been done so far.”

When you are able to look at a book, obviously

you are not the book. The book is an object seen by

you. Similarly as you are able to see your own body (as

also those of others) you cannot be the body. Hence your

identification with a body is illogical and wrong. The body

was not produced by you nor was it purchased from the

market. So it is not also owned by you. You are only

witnessing all the bodies and other objects too. You are

the pure consciousness which is not tainted by the objects.

At a higher level, you alone exist as Consciousness and

there is no world or bodies or other objects. You are

the pure Consciousness. When once you are convinced

of this truth, there is nothing else apart from you–no time,

no space and no objects bind you. You stand as if you

were completely liberated. At that stage no duty or activity

remains for you. There is no scope for you to think “This

much duty has been done by me and this much still

remains to be done.”

22. Zmh§ Xohmo Z _o Xohmo ~moYmo@h{_{V {Zü`r &
H¡$dë`{_d g§àmámo Z ñ_aË`H¥$V§ H¥$V_² Ÿ&& (XI-6)
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23. A Jivanmukta withdraws himself from his body,

speech and thought and remains as he is.

Kaya k¨ty¢ sahah poorvam tato v¢g vistar¢sahah l

Atha chint¢sahah tasm¢devamevaham asthitah ll (XII-1)

In this entire 12th chapter, King Janaka describes

his experiences as a Jivanmukta (liberated while alive).

When once a person becomes enlightened (Jnani) there

will be no difference in the degree of knowledge between

that of the Guru and the disciple. The teachings of

Ashtavakra and the experience expressed by King Janaka

are complementary to each other. In these verses, the

various broad stages of progress by a liberated person

are described.

Every worldly person as well as a sadhaka doing

sadhana normally resorts to activities of either body,

tongue or mind. A sadhaka (practitoner in the spiritual

field) does a lot of physical effort through elaborate

Pooja, visiting temples, attending satsangs etc. He also

simultaneously sings devotional songs (bhajan keertan),

reads scriptures, gives lectures, clarifies others' doubts etc.

Thus, by walking, talking, eating, doing japa, reciting

prayers etc., he performs various activities through the

body as also the tongue (faculty of speech). He also

resolves to do or not to do some work with his mind,

does silent meditation etc. using his mind. In the process

of withdrawal from the world, the Jivanmukta is first

unable to continue with the activities of the body. The

23. H$m`H¥$Ë`mgh… nydª VVmo dmp½dñVamgh… Ÿ&
AW {MÝVmghñVñ_mXod_odmh_mpñWV…Ÿ&& (XII-1)
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various obligatory rituals and other Karmas leave him by

themselves.

Once Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa began to give

Arghya (offering of water with both hands to the Sun-

god) with the Ganges water. He found that his two hands

refused to join together to enable him to give the offering.

He was perturbed as he thought that his hand had

become paralysed. At that time, another advanced

sadhak, Sri Vaishnav Charan who was passing through

that way enquired the reason for his misery. On being told

about Ramakrishna’s inability to bring both the hands

together, Vaishnav Charan informed him ‘‘you are not any

more to perform these daily rites. The karmas have left

you.’’ The person becomes averse to do Poojas or to

go to temples. Thus the physical activities drop away. As

actions emanate from thoughts, when once the actions

drop away, the tongue and the mind cease their activities

of meditation, reciting prayers etc. loudly. Bhajan-Keertan

etc. cease. The person remains in his natural state as the

Pure Self.

This is the reverse process of withdrawal from

outward activities to inside. All physical activities cease.

The mind becomes 'No-mind'. The tongue ceases its

activities. Later on Ashtavakra is going to say that the

Jivanmukta behaves like the king of idlers. He finds it a

burden even to bat his  eyelids. I have myself seen my

Gurudev trying to talk some times  as if the words were

coming from some deep recess with difficulty. When finally

all thoughts leave, a person remains in his natural state

as he is.
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Here is a word of warning. A time comes when

some worldly people become lazy enough to do any

sadhana and think that they have reached the state of a

Jivanmukta. The Jivanmukta is like a loaded pistol fully

capable of going into action when needed. This is not the

case with the lazy people. They are like a pistol empty

of cartridges. The term in Sanskrit for a lazy man is

‘Alasah’ - i.e. a person who does not shine and lacks

lustre. ‘Las’ means to shine and ‘A’ is a negative particle.

The Jivanmukta shines with brilliance. He does not leave

off actions but the latter leave him.

24. Do not either accept or reject.

Aki®canabhava¼ svaasthya¼ koup¤natvepi durlabham l

Tyagadane vih¢y¢sm¢daham¢se yatha sukham ll (XIII-1)

The well-being one feels when one owns nothing,

(as he is aware that nothing else exists except his Self)

is impossible to get even when he is aware that he

possesses only a loin-cloth. Hence I neither bother to

grasp or renounce anything and remain happily.

This describes the state of a Jivanmukta. This also

prescribes a path for God-realisation. Ego or identification

of one’s Self with the body stands on the feelings of ‘I’

and 'mine'. If the attitude of ‘This is mine’, ‘This is mine’

goes away, ‘I’ cannot remain alone without a sense of

possession. You should become aware of the truth that

the entire world and its objects are all dream-like and

24. A{H$#mZ^d§ ñdmñÏ §̀  H$m¡nrZËdo@{n Xwb©̂ _² Ÿ&
Ë`mJmXmZo {dhm`mñ_mXh_mgo `WmgwI_² Ÿ&& (XIII-1)
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unreal; they are all only a ‘thought’ like the dreamworld.

The Self (the dreamer) alone exists as the only Reality.

Then there being no objects apart from the Atman (Self),

the question of ‘mine’ does not arise. When you do not

have a sense of ‘mine’, you abide in your own form

(Swaroopa) and not in your wealth, house, scholarship

etc. It is a natural renunciation and not a deliberate act

of renouncing. There is no need to take up formal

‘sannyasa’ and become a monk wearing an ochre robe.

You neither left or abandoned anything nor did you take

up or acquire something. You remained as ‘you are’.

The feeling of excellence and the highest well-being

felt at that time when one abides only in the Self is a

state which is impossible to get even if you were to own

only a cod-piece (loin cloth). This is again a ploy to make

the ignorant understand and it is stated in a language of

ignorance. When a person is a Jivanmukta, he is in his

original form as bliss (ananda) and not blissful. He will

have no feeling of excellence or happiness. No attributes

can apply to him. He does not reach a state. He is ‘as

he is’. These words have to be used in order to make

an ordinary man have an idea as to what it would be to

remain in ‘Reality’ as it is not possible for any one who

had reached that ultimate state to describe that state. He

has no sense of either acquiring something (say, like

donning the ochre robe of a monk) or of having

renounced his wife, wealth, house etc.
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25. Leave off association with body, mind and tongue.

Kutr¢pi khedah k¢yasya jihv¢ kutr¢pi khidyate l

Manah kutrapi tat tyaktv¢ purusharthe sthitah sukham ll

(XIII-2)

Somewhere, the body is subject to suffering,

somewhere the tongue. Somewhere, the mind also

becomes unhappy. Leave it all and abide in your own

Self (the only objective in life) happily.

As usual with Ashtavakra, this verse not only

describes the state of a Jivanmukta but also reveals a

method to reach it. Somewhere, during your sadhana, you

undergo fasting, meditate sitting between the five fires

(Panchagni) and thus subject your body to suffering. In

worldly life too, many diseases and ailments come up or

you have to make efforts to earn money etc. The mind

is subject to a lot of useless thoughts. Trying to have a

one pointed mind or to have meditation the mind is put

to a lot of suffering. Controlling useless thoughts gives you

misery. You are the pure Atman. You see your body,

tongue and mind. You are aware of what all thoughts pass

through the mind. You are a witness of the actions of the

body, tongue and the mind, “Mano buddhyahankara

chittani naaham na cha srotra jihve na cha ghrana netre.”

You are not the body or the senses. You are not the mind

or the intellect. Because you have wrongly identified

yourself with the body or the senses or the mind you

become miserable with their misery.

25. Hw$Ìm{n IoX… H$m`ñ` {Oˆm Hw$Ìm{n {IÚVo Ÿ&
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During meditation or even while sitting alone,

unwanted or some dirty thoughts arise in the mind. You

become miserable as you find yourself incapable of

stopping them. This verse gives us a solution. Tell your

mind “I am divorcing you. I refuse to associate myself

any longer with you. You go your way. Nurture any

thoughts as you like. I am not concerned. I remain as I

am.” In the same way you may ignore any ailments  of

the body too. Stop identifying yourself with the body, mind

etc. and remain as you are, abiding in your self.

26. Indifference to sleep or waking state is the state of

a Jivanmukta

Swapato nasti me h¢nih: sidhir yatnavato na va l

Nas'ollasau vihayasmat ahamase yatha sukham ll

(XIII-6)

I lose nothing by sleeping. I do not gain or achieve

anything by making efforts while awake. I am, therefore,

indifferent to loss or gain and remain happily as I am.

I am in my natural state of eternal wakefulness at

all times. It may look to others as if I am sleeping

sometimes like all others but remain awake and engaged

in some work or other at other times. Personally, nothing

exists separate from my Self and there is nothing to be

achieved in this world or lost. A man who is sleeping

remains unmoving in his bed but in his dream he may be

eating, walking, flying to various places. As the dream

objects are false, even if the dreamer becomes a king in

26. ñdnVmo ZmpñV _o hm{Z… {g{Õ ©̀ÞdVmo Z dm Ÿ&
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the dream, it is tantamount to nothing. If he remained in

deep sleep instead of dreaming, he never lost the

opportunity of becoming a king. For an enlightened person

(Jivanmukta) this life is like a dream and it does not

matter to him what he does. He remains like a conscious

dreamer, aware of whatever state he gets into (in the eyes

of a seer) and is happily established in his own self. As

there is no object apart from him, the question of any

like or dislike or a good to be achieved does not arise.

This is the state of a Jivanmukta.

27. A Jivanmukta (liberated while alive) acts as if mad.

Antar vikalpa soonyasya bahih svacchanda ch¢rinah l

Bhraantasyeva das¢st¢st¢h t¢d¨s¢ eva j¢nate ll

(XIV-4)

A Jivanmukta remains internally free from all

thoughts even though he acts as he likes externally (while

moving in the outside world). From time to time he looks

(to the on-looker) as if he is in the state of a madman.

These indescribable and illogical states can be understood

only by similar persons.

Your mind is always full of thoughts-thoughts of

parents, son, shares, office, money, status etc, because

of likes and dislikes carried forward through impressions

in previous births in the form of latent tendencies (vasanas)

which incite desires either for increasing the possessions

or for maintaining them in a state of well-being. As a

realised person sees nothing but the Self, there is no

27. AÝV{d©H$ëneyÝ`ñ` ~{h… ñdÀN>ÝXMm{aU… Ÿ&
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object apart from his Self in the entire world. Naturally

all his vasanas have been washed out by his Self-

knowledge. No thoughts of any object arise in his mind.

He may do some actions in this world, propelled by the

cosmic planner or say because of the Prarabdhas (results

of past actions) but it is not motivated by any vasanas

(tendencies inherited from the past). He has no personal

interest in them. They look like the purposeless acts of

a mad man. There is a story to illustrate it, which I have

read somewhere.

Two young men living by the side of a big mountain

had heard of a highly evolved hermit living on the top of

the mountain. Once they set out on a journey in order

to meet the holy man. On the way, they met a shepherd

leading a herd of lambs and climbing up the mountain.

When they asked him about the exact whereabouts of the

cave where the holy man lived, the shepherd asked them

to come along with him as he was going the same way.

Soon enough an old man also joined their company. As

the shepherd  was beating a lamb which had hurt itself

on a rock and consequently was limping, the old man

intervened  and carried the lamb on his shoulders. At one

point, the old man left the lamb down and disappeared

into the mountain. After sometime, the shepherd pointed

out the cave of the saint and went his way. When the

young men reached the cave, they found to their suprise

that the hermit was no other than the old man who had

accompanied them. They exchanged a lot of spiritual

questions and answers with the old man. At the end they

asked him-“Sir, a few hours back why did you carry the
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lamb on your shoulders? Was it out of compassion or

was it ordained so?” The old man looked at them with

surprise and questioned them - “which lamb? When did

it happen?”

The acts of a Jivanmukta are like a madman’s. It

looks as if he is not conscious of what he is doing. A

normal man cannot understand them. If at all, similar

Jivanmuktas alone can understand their actions.

28. A person with an intellect full of Sattva guna is eli-

gible for this knowledge.

Yath¢ tathopadesena k¨t¢rthah sattva buddhim¢n l

Aajivamapi jign¢suh paras tatra vimuhyati ll (XV-1)

A person whose intellect is steeped in Sattva guna

and hence pure becomes perfect by just hearing a few

words of this teaching. An ordinary seeker, though he may

hear all the teachings during his entire life time gets

confused and continues to remain in ignorance.

Here, Ashtavakra and Janaka speak of the highest

level of a Jivanmukta based on their practical experience

as to how to reach that stage. This teaching is not for

everyone. One who is able  to discriminate between Self

and non-Self (the entire world including one’s own body,

mind, senses etc.) or the one who has annihilated all the

vasanas fuelled by Rajoguna and Tamoguna and whose

intellect is full of Sattvaguna (the qualities of light,

harmony, love, compassion etc.) is the fittest person for

28. `Wm VWmonXoeoZ H¥$VmW©… gÎd~w{Õ_mZ² Ÿ&
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receiving this knowledge. He does not need to attend

long lectures or elucidations. Just by hearing a few words

suggestive of the ultimate Reality and as to how to reach

it, he is able to remain in his Self and gets liberation

which is the only purpose of life. A person with a Sattvik

intellect, by hearing just a few words of advice becomes

utterly convinced that he is the very Self which alone

exists and the entire world is not separate from the Self.

The world is almost like a dream of the Self and a dream

is only a thought. The rest of the people with intellect full

of Rajoguna (dynamism, aggressiveness etc.) or Tamoguna

(laziness and propensity to postpone things) will not be

able to understand even if they hear elaborate teachings

all through their life time. In this connection the following

entertaining episode is mentioned in the Ashtavakra Gita

(in Gujarati) by Swami Tadrupanand ji Maharaj, a living

saint :

While coming out of the lecture hall of a Guruji, one

among the audience happened to push another going in

the front. The latter, in his anger, called the former a

donkey. The former took the other man to the Guruji and

complained to him about the other’s misconduct and

abuse inspite of his having attended the 'satsang' for years.

The Guruji only asked that person who came with the

complaint, “Dear sir, for all these many months I have

been dinning  into your ears that you are Brahman, the

pure Supreme Being, but it seems to have never entered

into your brain. On the  contrary, this fellow called you

only once a 'donkey' and it has had immediate impact.

What a surprise?”
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29. The Jivanmukta does actions like a somnambulist.

Prakrty¢ soonya chitto yah pram¢d¢t bhava bh¢vanahl

Nidrito bodhita iva ksheena sansarano hi sah ll(XIV-1)

The one whose mind has become naturally a no-

mind (bereft of thoughts) deals with the objects of the

world with utter indifference, performs actions as if he has

been just awakened from deep sleep (as if with a body

full of laziness). Such a person is a Jivanmukta with his

worldliness having been annihilated.

As repeated earlier several times in this text, one

cannot become liberated unless his mind remains without

thoughts of the world in a natural way (not forced). Even

after liberation, one may continue to be engaged in the

affairs of the world in daily life. As his mind has ceased

to have any relationship with the objects of the world,

he performs those actions not because he likes them or

in order to achieve something.  He is forced to do those

actions as part of the cosmic drama which may be called

as Prarabdha (past karmas whose reactions have yet to

be experienced). He is not even conscious of doing those

actions just like a man awakened from deep sleep, who

does actions in a routine way with his brain still clouded

by the sleep without any personal interest in them. Actions

are motivated by thoughts and thoughts by vasanas (latent

tendencies of the past which incite desires). A Jivanmukta

is one who is freed from likes and dislikes and all desires.

So he has no personal interest in any of the actions. He

29. àH¥$Ë`m eyÝ`{MÎmmo `… à_mXmØmd^mdZ… Ÿ&
{Z{ÐVmo ~mo{YV Bd jrUg§gaUmo {h g… Ÿ&& (XIV-1)
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performs actions like a somnambulist who walks and does

actions while in sleep but is never aware of his actions.

It may look as if he is wallowing in luxury but he can

leave it all in one moment and walk off. He may fly into

a temper occasionally just like Shirdi Sai Baba or Upasani

Baba but he has no personal interest. That is the reason

why one cannot recognise a Jivanmukta and will always

nurture some suspicions because of the latter's

contradictory behaviour.

30. Leave off worldly attachments.

Moksho vishaya vairasyam bandho vaishayiko rasah l

Et¢vadeva vij®¢nam yathechchasi tath¢ kuru ll (XV-2)

Attachment to wordly objects forms the bondage

and ceasing to have no interest in them is liberation. This

is all the practical knowledge. Now you are free to do

as you wish.

At present our real nature is hidden by the

superimpostion of a fictitious world which is as unreal as

the dream world. The mind keeps us tied down to the

objects of the world by various relationships of love, hate,

jealousy, fear etc., so that we are not aware of our true

nature. The moment our mind ceases to take any interest

in the objects of this world, we will know who we are

and abide in our Self. The Self is detached, pure, ever-

free, not limited by time, space or objects. This is

liberation or Moksha. This is the ultimate truth experienced

by a Jivanmukta. When once you are freed from your

30. _mojmo {df`d¡añ §̀ ~ÝYmo d¡f{`H$mo ag… Ÿ&
EVmdXod {dkmZ§ `WoÀN>{g VWm Hw$é$ Ÿ&& (XV-2)
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delusion, it is left to you to remain engaged in your own

Self or to take part in the game called 'life in the world'

and be engaged in some activity or other. Do as you

wish.

31. Jivanmuktas become outwardly dumb, dull and lazy-

like.

Vagmi pr¢j®a mahodyogam jana¼ mooka jad¢lasam l

Karoti tattwa bodhoyam atas tyakto bubhukshibhih ll

(XV-3)

This understanding of the ultimate Reality makes a

good speaker dumb, an intelligent man dull and a man

of great activity lazy. Hence it is that those who want

enjoyment of this world abandon it.

So long as you are not fully matured into a

Jivanmukta, you want to disseminate your little knowledge

of philosophy to others and you go on lecturing tirelessly.

(It is another thing to lecture after enlightenment like

Buddha or Mahavir). But when once you understand that

nothing exists apart from the Self, there is nobody else

in the world to share your knowledge. So you become

dumb. If you were lecturing to thousands of people in

your dream, the moment you wake up, you stop lecturing

and become dumb. Similarly, when you were a great

scholar and famous for your intelligence, you went on

teaching others and writing books. The moment you were

enlightened and found that there was nobody else apart

from you, there was no occasion for you to exhibit your

31. dm{½_àmk_hmoÚmoJ§ OZ§ _yH$>OS>mbg_² Ÿ&
H$amo{V VÎd~moYmo@ §̀ AVñË`º$mo ~ŵ wjw{^… Ÿ&& (XV-3)
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knowledge and intelligence. So you begin to behave as

if you are dull and do not reveal your knowledge.

Similarly you were engaged in a lot of activity, going to

many places abroad in order to uplift the ignorant and

to bring solace to the distressed and the needy. Now that

you are enlightened, who else apart from you exists who

is ignorant or miserable who needs your help? You cease

all activities and remain as if you are lazy. But you shine

with brilliance  inside, you remain as the Self who has

become the entire world and run the entire show.

Because of the appearance of multiple objects in the

world, we are greedy to possess, greedy to exhibit our

brilliance and to excel others by competing with them.

When once we wake up to the presence of one existence

alone, all competitions and all ego which wants to

advertise its excellence or to share its immature

knowledge with others disappear. Who wants such a

pallid tasteless existence when the entire world is there

enticing us and inviting us to share its multiple enjoyments

through various senses (it makes us forget at that time

the calamitous and dire consequences which will follow

later and push us into the deep well of sorrows)? Such

people who are after enjoyments are not prepared to take

up the spiritual path which will lead them to an

inexpressible and inexhaustible bliss unmixed with sorrows.

What a pity!
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32. Leave off both love and hate.

R¢ga dveshau manodharmau na manaste kad¢chana l

Nirvikalposi bodh¢tma nirvikaarah sukham chara ll

(XV-5)

Both love and hate are attributes of the mind. The

mind never belongs to you. You are of the form of pure

consciousness and you do not differentiate between

objects. When all objects look the same, you remain

blissful and changeless as there cannot be different

reactions.

It is the mind which, because of its prior

conditioning, hates some objects and loves some objects.

It develops like and dislike. Mind is not an organ like

the eye, ears etc. It is the name given for the succession

of thoughts relating to the objects. Its judgements are

subjective and need not have any relation to the intrinsic

nature of the objects. An object which you dislike may

be liked by me. These judgements which are not

objective and which are not infallible cause sorrow and

miseries. There is nothing real about them. The very

objects are thoughts and any reaction of love or hate

which emanate from them is equally a thought, an attribute

of the mind. When there is nothing concrete called mind,

ideas of happiness and sorrow are also not concrete.

When there is nothing real called 'mind' at all, how can

you say that you possess or own the mind? The mind is

a reflection of the consciousness. The objects which you

see may change – a table, a bowl, your son, your

32. amJÛofm¡ _ZmoY_m¡© Z _ZñVo H$XmMZ Ÿ&
{Z{d©H$ënmo@{g ~moYmË_m {Z{d©H$ma… gwI§ Ma Ÿ&& (XV-5)
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neighbour whom you consider as an enemy. The seer is

the same – yourself. If you, as an actor play the role of

Antonio, the lover of Portia and also play the role of

Shylock who, like a blood – hound is after the blood of

Antonio, in the same film, whom are you to like or

dislike? You became both Antonio and Shylock. So how

can you love Antonio and dislike Shylock when you form

the audience looking at the premiere of the film? There

cannot be any change in your reaction. You will look at

Antonio and Shylock alike as both were you yourself. As

the Self, you have become all. Where is the question of

loving one and hating another? You remain happy at all

times and the apparent multiplicity of the world cannot

create different reactions. You remain immune. You are

only that one consciousness which looks at yourself in

various imaginary roles. The question of having revulsion

and hate on seeing one and having attraction and love

on seeing another does not arise. You have an equal

vision towards all.

33. See all in you and yourself in all.

Sarvabhooteshu chatm¢nam sarvabhootani ch¢tmani l

Vij®¢ya nirahank¢ro nirmamastvam sukhee bhava ll

(XV-6)

By seeing all the objects in yourself and yourself in

all the objects you become egoless and bereft of all sense

of possession (mine). Be thus happy.

As the entire world has emanated from the Self like

the dream world from your mind, you are the material

cause. Just as the mud is the material cause of a mud pot,

33. gd©̂ yVofw MmË_mZ§ gd©̂ yVm{Z MmË_{Z Ÿ&
{dkm` {Zah§H$mamo {Z_©_ñËd§ gwIr ^d Ÿ&& (XV-6)
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the material of which all the world objects are made up

of is yourself. They are the imaginations of the cosmic mind.

So you are in all the objects as the Self.

Before a painting was produced, where was it? It

was in the mind of the painter. Similarly, before your

dreaming, all the dream objects were in your mind. This

waking life is another dream. This world and its objects

were in yourself before they came out. Further, when you

were in deep sleep there was no world for you. Only

when you woke up and the sense of ‘I’ arose, then slowly

all the world and its objects came up. So the world was

lying hidden in your ‘I’ before it came up.

There was a poet king. One day when he came

back to his bedroom, there was a burglar in his bed

room, who in desperation, hid himself underneath the bed

of the king. The king while coming in, saw an array of

horses and elephants which were made to salute the king.

The king, in his joy, burst into three lines of a poem

which he composed impromptu when he entered his

bedroom. The meaning was “See, all around me the

elephants are trumpeting, the horses are neighing and

beautiful ladies are welcoming me.” As the poem was

short of one line, the burglar who was also a poet forgot

himself and shouted the last line ‘‘When once you shut

your eyes none of these objects will remain’’.

‘‘Sammeelite nayanyoh na hi kinchidasti.’’ In philosophy,

this is called 'drshti srshti v¢da'. Only when you open your

eyes and see, the world is seen. You create them when

you see. It is not that it existed earlier and you just saw.
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The king was very happy and rewaraded the poet burglar

with a lot of money.

In the Bhakti cult also, it is told that one should see

Narayana, the Supreme Lord, in all beings. “Vasudevah

sarvamiti sa mahatma sudurlabhah” – It is rare to get a

mature bhakta who sees the Lord in all. It is also told

in Srimad Bhagavatam as also in Bhagavad Gita that

Lord, as Krishna, revealed his Viswaroopa where the

entire universe was seen in him including the sky, the

moon and the sun.

When such a thought identification with all the beings

once takes place, where is an enemy and where is a

friend? There is no differentiation between one another.

You look upon all with equal vision. There will be no

hatred, no fear, no anger etc. As all the bodies are yours,

there will be no competition. The question of an ego

where you get identified with one body only and consider

the other bodies as others will not arise. When there is

no ‘I’, the sense of separate possession that ‘this object

is mine and that object is yours’ does not arise. The ‘I’

and ‘mine’ go. This is Moksha. This is ultimate bliss.

Hence practise considering everybody as God including

the beggar in the street (this is only at the mental level)

sincerely from the heart after being convinced of it and

it will lead you to liberation. This is also a method of

becoming a Jivanmukta.
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34. You are the Atman, the pure conscionsness.

¹raddhatsva t¢ta ¹raddhatsva naatra moham

kurushva bhoh l

Jn¢nasvaroopo bhagav¢n atm¢ tvam prakrteh parah ll

(XV-8)

Please have faith in my words. Have faith in my

words. Do not be deluded into ignorance. You are of the

form of Pure Consciousness (knowledge), the Supreme

Being, the Atman who is beyond the primordial nature.

You are beyond divinity and individuality.

Here ‘Ashtavakras’ pure compassion for the ignorant

pours in words. He does not want you to make the

mistake of disbelieving him. This is a matter of life and

death. These teachings can make you immortal in no

time. You are pure awareness-always aware of your

existence but there are no objects apart from you. You

are the supreme being. You are ‘Bhagavan’ – the one

who possesses the six great qualities viz., the ability to

control all, Dharma (meritorious and virtuous qualities),

fame, wealth, knowledge and dispassion (vairagya). You

are the Self or Atman. Prakrti is only the power of the

Supreme Lord. You are beyond Prakrti – the primordial

nature. It is a straight talk from Ashtavakra.

To have faith in the teachings of the Guru as also

the Scriptures that they tell nothing but the truth is called

‘Sraddha’. In Bhagavad Gita, the entire 17th chapter has

been devoted to elucidate ‘Sraddha’.

34. µlÕËñd VmV lÕËñd ZmÌ _moh§ Hw$éîd ^mo… Ÿ&
kmZñdê$nmo ^JdmZ² AmË_m Ëd§ àH¥$Vo… na… Ÿ&& (XV-8)
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35. Leave off meditation.

Tyajaiva dhy¢na¼ sarvatra m¢ ki¬cit h¨di dh¢raya l

Atm¢tva¼ mukta evasi kim vim¨sya karishyasi ll

(XV-20)

Leave off meditation on any object anywhere. Do

not try to hold anything in your heart. Being the Atman

you are ever liberated. What will you do by enquiring

about it?

You are the Self (Atman) who has never been

bound, ever free, changeless, immutable and immortal.

There is no object other than the Self. This is where the

triad of the meditator, meditation and the object meditated

upon become one and there is no differentiation. When

once you have had the direct experience of the form of

your Self, what else is left? Atman is not capable of being

grasped. Then what for should you meditate and try to

grasp him when you are already the Atman? When you

are already awake to the Reality, your own natural form,

what more sadhanas are required to wake up?

Atman is everywhere. Where is the question of

trying to concentrate on the Atman in the heart centre?

How can you grasp yourself, the Infinite? Remain as you

are.

35. Ë`O¡d Ü`mZ§ gd©Ì _m qH${MV² ö{X Yma` Ÿ&
AmË_m Ëd§ _wº$ Edm{g {H§$ {d_¥í` H$[aî`{g Ÿ&& (XV-20)
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36. Forget all Scriptures.

A¢caºva º¨´u v¢ t¢ta n¢n¢ s¢str¢´yanekaºah l

Tath¢pi na tava sv¢sthya¼ sarvavismaran¢d¨te ll

(XVI-1)

My dear, you may study or hear various Scriptures

many times or in many ways. Even then, unless you forget

everything, you cannot remain in your natural form.

When you want to go on the spiritual path you have

to wipe off all pre-conceived notions acquired by study

of books. You have to decondition your mind. A professor

of philosophy once went to a great saint and asked him

as to how to reach God. The saint went inside and

brought a cup as also a kettle full of tea. He began to

pour the tea into the cup which was already filled up with

tea upto the brim. The tea began to overflow. The

Professor told the saint - “What is the use of your pouring

any fresh tea unless you empty the cup of what is already

there? It will only overflow.” The saint smiled and looked

at the Professor. He said - “Does this not apply to you

also? Unless you empty your brain of all the muck which

is already accumulated there, how can I put any fresh

knowledge into it?”

Unless you forget all the Scriptures you have read

it is impossible to make further progress on the spiritual

path and to abide as the Self. It is told in Viveka

Choodamani of Adi Sankara :

""Avij®¢te pare tattve º¢str¢dh¤tistu nishphal¢ l

Vign¢tehi pare tattve s¢str¢dh¤tistu nishphala ll''

36. AmMúd ûm¥Uw dm VmV ZmZm emñÌmÊ`ZoH$e… Ÿ&
VWm{n Z Vd ñdmñÏ`§ gd©{dñ_aUmÑVo Ÿ&& (XVI-1)
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So long as we do not understand the ultimate

transcendental Reality, all Reading of Scriptures is futile.

Similarly, if once we have understood the highest Reality,

all reading of Scriptures is useless.

(Vivekachoodamani, Verse No. 59)

Confused with the various interpretations we will be

entangled in a jungle of words if we only remain reading

the Scriptures. The purpose of the Scriptures is only to

indicate what the ultimate Reality is and how to realise it.

The Bhagavad Gita also reiterates the point :

""T¢van sarveshu vedeshu br¢hmanasya vij¢natah l''

(II-46)

37. A Jivanmukta looks like a king among lazy people.

Vy¢p¢re khidyate yastu nimeshonmeshayorapi l

Tasy¢lasyadhur¤´asya sukhaï n¢nyasya kasyacit ll

(XVI-4)

Those saints who feel unhappy even in doing the

function of closing and opening the eyelids alternately, are

kings among lazy people, who are in bliss-nobody else

is so happy. It looks as if the Jivanmuktas feel it a burden

even to do the inevitable duties like closing and opening

the eyes (by batting the eyelids). It appears as if they are

the leaders among the laziest people. Even though

outwardly they behave like the laziest people, they are

37. ì`mnmao {IÚVo `ñVw {Z_ofmoÝ_of`moa{n Ÿ&
Vñ`mbñ`YwarUñ` gwI§ ZmÝ`ñ` H$ñ`{MV² Ÿ&& (XVI-4)
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fully conscious at all times and alert. It is as if they feel

that such compulsory and automatic duties make them slip

down from their state of remaining as pure witnesses.

Once there was a naked saint who used to lie

down permanently at a corner of a ground opposite to

a temple for a number of years. Nobody has seen him

getting up. If somebody were to give him some Prasad

(consecrated food) he would eat it lying down. One day,

a panditji was expounding Panchadasi, a book of

philosophy sitting by his side, to some select audience

who were sitting around him. When he came to a

particular verse he was unable to explain and told the

audience “Tomorrow I shall refer to a commentary and

come.” The naked saint got up and with the permission

of the audience began to explain that verse. He gave

sixteen interpretations and the entire audience was amazed

at his scholarship. At the end all went and prostrated

before him and asked him. “How is it that till now you

never once revealed your knowledge?” The saint

answered – “It was my ill-luck which prompted me to

talk today.”  That very night he went away somewhere

and was never again seen.

A Jivanmukta has no work or duty to do.

“Atmanyeva cha santushtah tasya karyam na vidyate”

(3-17 Bhagavad Gita). He remains happy in his own Self.

As you cannot distinguish between a saint and a lazy

man, it is not possible for a common man to recognise

a Jivanmukta. While you and I see the world apart from

us, we are engaged in various activities. Even though we

may see the Jivanmukta and we see him talking or
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walking, he does not see the world. As Buddha told once,

the Jivanmukta never walks a step or speaks a word in

years. This is a divine secret. We may see a Jivanmukta

either engaged in activities or absolutely lazy.

38. Do not love or hate objects.

Virakto vi¾ayadves°a r¢gi vi¾aya lolupah l

Grahamokshavihinastu na virakto na r¢gav¢n ll (XVI-6)

The one who claims to be dispassionate hates

worldly objects while a man who is attached to the

objects is greedy to possess them. The one who neither

grasps nor renounces the objects is neither dispassionate

nor attached to them.

Any sort of relationship with the objects (say money)

whether love or hate, will entangle you in ‘samsara’ (the

phenomenal world). If you love an object, you are greedy

to possess more and more of it and your mind will

always be engaged in thoughts of how to acquire them

or maintain them so that they may not leave you at all.

If you are intent on renouncing them, your mind will be

full of thoughts of hate and you do not even want to see

the object (say money). So the mind will be thinking of

money only, whether with love or hate. When once these

objects cease to have any value for you there is neither

a forced withdrawal of the mind nor a forced attraction.

You are indifferent. When the objects are seen you neither

38. {daº$mo {df`Ûoï>m amJr {df`bmobwn… Ÿ&
J«h_moj{dhrZñVw Z {daº$mo Z amJdmZ² Ÿ&& (A.V. Gita XVI-6)
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shout – “Take them away from my presence” nor do you

shout with glee- “This is the very thing I wanted. Come

on, give it to me.” You remain indifferent without a longing

to grasp it or to renounce it. For a Jivanmukta, there is

no independent presence of any object. He can neither

hate nor love it.

39. Do not be attached to either liberation or the body.

Yasy¢bhim¢no mokshepi dehepi mamat¢ tath¢ l

Na ca j®¢ni na v¢ yog¤ kevala¼ dukhabh¢gasau ll

(XVI-17)

The one who has longing for liberation (Moksha) as

also the one who is attached to the body, identifying one

self with it, they are neither Yogis nor Jnanis. They only

become subject to all miseries and sorrows.

In the initial stages, mumukshutva (longing for

liberation) is one of the four important sadhanas but later

on at the mature stages, attachment to Moksha is as

harmful as attachment to the body. We are only exchanging

the desire for worldly objects with desire for Moksha. All

desires and all vasanas are binding. Our sadhanas at a later

stage should pertain to the removal of all our imperfections

and to make the mind pure. Moksha is not something to

be obtained afresh. Everyone is a realised soul. We have

only to remove the delusions  of the world superimposed

39. `ñ`m{^_mZmo _mojo@{n Xoho@{n __Vm VWm Ÿ&
Z M kmZr Z dm `moJr Ho$db§ Xw…I^mJgm¡ Ÿ&& (XVI-10)
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on our real nature, thus hiding our real nature. On the

contrary, a desire for Moksha becomes a vasana which

will bind us by future births. All the sins and crimes are

committed by us because of our attachment to the body

and to those who are related to the body, namely, wife,

son etc. These create prarabdhas (events in the form of

reaction) in order to experience which we take further

births, each birth extending our life for a number of years

during which period we commit more sins or meritorious

acts both of which result in further births. So long as

attachment remains with the body we cannot remain a yogi

i.e.; practise meditation, concentration etc. and one

pointedness cannot take place. How can we become a

Jnani when we have to eliminate ego or body sense and

realise that we are the pure Atman? So when we cultivate

desire for Moksha, it becomes a strong vasana which will

not allow us to succeed in the spiritual path.

40. Forget everything and remain as you are.

Haro yadyupades°¢ te harihi kamalajopi v¢ l

Tath¢pi na tava sv¢sthya¼ sarvavismar¢´¢d¨te ll

(XVI-II)

It does not matter whether Lord Siva himself

becomes your instructor or Lord Vishnu or Brahma (the

Creator). Even then, unless you forget everything, you

cannot be established in your own form.

40. hamo `ÚwnXoï>m Vo h[a… H$_bOmo@{n dm Ÿ&
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All vasanas, attachment to body, ego, all external

adjuncts, all thoughts of the mind, all identification with

objects of non-Self, all these things have to be forgotten.

Unless this is done, no Guru, even if he is one of the

great Trinity, will be able to make you a Jivanmukta by

granting liberation.

41. Revel in solitude and abide in the Self.

Tena j®¢naphala¼ pr¢pta¼ yog¢bhy¢sa phalam tath¢ l

T¨ptah swachchendriyo nityam ek¢ki ramate tu yah ll

(XVII-1)

The one who is satisfied in his own Self, revels in

solitude and whose senses are clean, he attains the results

of practice of yoga as also the results of getting the

ultimate knowledge.

A Jivanmukta's senses are clean in that no impression

falls by their association with various objects. His senses

like the eyes do not get attracted by beautiful objects, his

ears do not get fascinated by lovely music and his tongue

does not get attracted by delicious eatables etc. The senses

remain pure and do not get any impression or reaction even

when they come into contact with various objects. A Jnani

is always established in the feeling of ‘awareness’ and he

does not require any other object to satisfy him or to

entertain him. To abide in the Atman i.e., in other words

to remain constantly and naturally in the feeling of ‘I am’

41. VoZ kmZ\$b§ àmá§ `moJmä`mg\$b§ VWm Ÿ&
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without body awareness is to remain in solitude. Such a

person is a Jnani as also a yogi and gets the realisation

just like a person who reaches this stage by meditation and

samadhi. He  is also a yogi who reaches this stage by

concentrating on the various chakras in the body. When

once all desires have left him he becomes a Jivanmukta

and gets liberation here and now.

42. Be indifferent to life and death as also all objectives

in life.

Dharm¢rthak¢mamoksheshu jivite marane tath¢ l

Kasy¢pyud¢ra chittasya heyop¢deyat¢ na hi ll (XVII-6)

One whose mind has expanded and realised the Self

is not bothered about either grasping or renouncing all the

objectives of his life, namely meritorious and virtuous

deeds like building schools, hospitals etc. or earning money

or enjoyments (with the other sex, going on picnic etc.),

or liberation. He is also not bothered about life or death.

It is told in Scriptures that one should not greet

death by calling on Lord Yama (god of death) to take

him away as he is suffering a lot. Nor should he greet

life and pray to God for extension of his life by another

five or ten years. He should be like the bellboy sitting

outside the chamber of the king alert at any time for a

call. He is not bothered if he is not called the entire day.

“Maranam naabhinandeta, naabhinandeta

jeevitam.... .......ra-ja-nam bhrtako yatha-.”

42. Y_m©W©H$m__mojofw Or{dVo _aUo VWm Ÿ&
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All the four motivations in life, namely, virtuous

acts (dharma), earning of wealth (artha), enjoyments

(kama) and liberation (moksha) arise because of the

identification with one’s body. A Jivanmukta is one whose

ego or body sense has been destroyed. He is therefore,

not concerned with the four motivations in life nor

with life or death. Life or death relates only to the

body.

A person well advanced in spirituality is not bothered

about Moksha (liberation) also as he knows that all are

ever liberated and all bondage is only a delusion like a

dream.

43. A Jivanmukta is neither attracted by objects or

repulsed.

Soony¢ d¨shtiv¨th¢ ce¾°¢ vikal¢n¤ndriy¢´i ca l

Na sp¨h¢ na viraktirv¢ ksh¤´asa¼s¢ra s¢gare ll

(XVII-9)

A Jnani’s sight looks vacant, all his actions are

purposeless and his senses are lying useless. He has

neither attachment nor detachment, as the ocean of

sansara (phenomenal world) has been dried up in him.

As a Jnani has no interest in anything, his sight is

not fixed at any object in particular. He is always staring

in empty space. It will look as if he is engaged in some

actions. As he has no interest of his own to be served,

43. eyÝ`m Ñ{ï>d¥©Wm Moï>m {dH$bmZrpÝÐ`m{U MŸ&
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all his actions are purposeless. His senses are neither

attracted nor repulsed by any objects. Hence they lie

useless. He has no likes or dislikes, as he does not see

any object apart from his Self. This is a beautiful

description of the state of a Jivanmukta. A Jivanmukta

never sees any objects which are apart from his Self. So

the question of like or dislike does not arise at all.

44. A Jivanmukta is overcome neither by lust nor by fear.

S¢nur¢g¢¼ striya¼ d¨¾°v¢ mrtyu¼v¢ samupasthita¼ l

Avihvalaman¢h svastho mukta eva mah¢ºayah ll

(XVII-14)

A person who abides in his Self does not get

perturbed in his mind either by seeing a young woman

who expresses her love for him or by facing imminent

death. There is no doubt that he is liberated.

In order to test him, the Estate manager, Mathur

Babu took Ramakrishna Paramhansa to a prostitute's

hostel and placed him in a comfortable room. He told

the madam in-charge to provide a young and beautiful

lady. When Ramakrishna saw a young and beautiful lady

in a half-naked state entering the room, he cried - “Oh

Mother” and went into a state of ecstatic samadhi. He

only saw the Divine Mother in her.

One Tantrik approached Adi Sankara and told

him : “I want to cut off your head and offer it to the

44. gmZwamJ§m pñÌ §̀ Ñï>>‰m _¥Ë ẁ§ dm g_wnpñWV_² Ÿ&
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Lord. In a particular rite the head of a Jnani is required

so that ultimately I can become the master of the entire

world.” Sankara was not at all agitated. He told him:

“Come at midnight and take me where you will. During

day time, my disciples will finish you off before you touch

a hair of my head.” This is how Jivanmuktas react in

situations where their life is at stake or when the greatest

of attractive temptations face them. They have no reaction

at all as they are not body-conscious at all. All

temptations and fear relate to the body and they do not

affect a Jnani. A Jnani is ever liberated. If only we divorce

our mind from the body, the mind becomes immune to

the attractions which tempt the body or to the fear which

arises at the time of any threat to the security of the body.

Nobody can threaten the Atman because there is only one

Atman which all of us share.

45. A Jivanmukta has neither violence nor compassion,

neither arrogance nor weakness.

N¡ hi¯s¡ naiva k¡ru³ya¯ naudhdatya¯ na ca d§nat¡ |

N¡¾carya¯ naiva ca k½obha¦ k½§³asa¯saranenar£ ||

(XVII-16)

A Jnani whose external world has vanished, neither

exercises violence nor compassion; neither arrogance nor

humility or inferiority, neither surprise nor agitation.

A Jnani does not see any separate world apart from

himself; as Self He is all pervasive. When there is nobody

else, to whom can he show violence or cruelty and to

45. Z qhgm Z¡d H$méÊ`§ Zm¡ÕË`§ Z M XrZVm Ÿ&
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whom can he show compassion or kindness? All others

in the world are dream figures, mere thoughts (thought

energy solidified  into matter) – mere imaginations and

unreal.

When some actor in a drama comes on the stage

with blood dripping from his hands supposed to have

been cut by a dacoit , even if you are a doctor sitting in

the audience, will you rush to the stage to bandage his

hands? It is after all a drama and not a reality. So also

for the Jnani who sees everything like a dream drama.

He neither behaves with cruelty nor arrogance nor is he

humble. He neither shows compassion nor kindness.

Neither is he surprised at any event happening, nor does

he get agitated. He has no ego and no doership.

46. Accepts what all comes and rejects nothing.

Na mukto vi¾ayadvë¾°¢ na v¢ vi¾yalolupaª l

¡sa¼saktaman¢ nitya¼ pr¢pta¼ pr¢ptamup¢ºnutë ll

(XVII-17)

A Jivanmukta neither hates any object nor is he

greedy after objects. His mind is always detached and

he enjoys whatever comes to him by past karma

(prarabdha) and is not bothered if he does not get

something.

A liberated soul has neither attachment nor hatred

towards worldly objects. He has no likes or dislikes. He

46. Z _wº$mo {df`Ûoï>m Z dm {df`bmobwn… Ÿ&
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does not say “Do not bring this object to me. I dislike

it thoroughly.” Nor does he say - “Please give me a little

more of this object. I like it very much.” He accepts

whatever comes to him through fate and is not bothered

if he does not get some object. He is absolutely happy

with what he gets and does not miss anything if he fails

to get it. As he has no doership because of his

disinterestedness, the merit or sin of the action does not

affect him.

47. The world of multiplicity was a dream.

Yasya bodhodaye t¢vat svapnavat bhavati bhramah l

Tasmai sukhaikaroop¢ya namah sant¢ya tejase ll

(XVIII-1)

“I bow to that light of knowledge which is bereft

of a knower and an object of knowledge, which is full

of peace and of the form of bliss. It is a knowledge on

whose arising all the delusion becomes like a dream.”

This 18th chapter of Ashtavakra Gita is the biggest

containing 100 verses. Just like the 18th chapter of the

Srimad Bhagavad Gita, it may be considered as a

summary of what all that was told in earlier chapters. The

entire purpose of our life is to get permanent happiness.

Hence in this first verse, Ashtavakra bows to that

knowledge which is in the form of bliss. Knowledge is

always likened to light. The ultimate peace and bliss are

47. `ñ` ~moYmoX ò VmdV² ñdßZdØd{V «̂_… Ÿ&
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one and the same. Hence it is that he bows down to that

pure knowledge which is of the form of everlasting

happiness and peace.

Till enlightenment, the life consisting of a waking

state, a dream state and deep sleep seems to be a reality.

The sorrows and unhappiness of the waking state seem

to be never ending and an actual suffering.  The instant

the real knowledge dawns on us, the entire period, which

we were deluded into thinking, was real, becomes like a

dream on waking up from sleep. We either forget it or

it becomes very hazy and unreal as if it never happened

at all. The various lives we lived were different dramas

in each of which we took a different role with which we

got identified. Only on enlightenment we realised who we

really were i.e. our real nature. All the multiplicity of the

world in the so called waking state, which caused all the

miseries and sufferings, disappeared. We have always

been the Totality and not individuals. We have always

been bliss incarnate. Bliss is our real nature. That is the

knowledge of who we are, where all agitations and waves

of miseries disappear and only peace ensues. Here,

bowing down or prostration only means that we become

identified and one with that knowledge. It represents the

disappearance of duality which caused all unhappiness and

lack of peace.
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48. Renunciation of worldly enjoyments leads to bliss.

Arjayitv¡khil¡narth¡n bhµg¡n¡pnoti pu½kant¡n |

Na hi sarva parity¡gamantar£³a sukh§ bhav£t ||

(XVIII-2)

One gets plenty of temporary worldly joys by

earning wealth with a lot of effort. If one wants permanent

happiness unmixed with sorrows one cannot get it unless

one completely renounces all worldly enjoyments and the

wealth.

In order to enjoy in this world, you require a nice

bungalow, a beautiful and cooperating wife and the

wherewithal to go on tour to foreign countries and see

all the places and also to give higher education to the

children etc. All this requires a lot of wealth and you have

to earn them involving a lot of effort and sufferings. Even

after earning, no enjoyment is pure as it is always

followed by sufferings. You marry a rich girl hoping for

happiness. Later on you find that she has got cancer or

she has views quite opposed to yours and becomes

hysterical or goes away to her parents when her views

are not honoured and implemented. Life becomes hell.

The wealth you earn also brings you a lot of sufferings

from taxation, from safeguarding it etc.

There is no object in the world which can give you

pure happiness. The enjoyment also does not last for long.

It is temporary. Sorrows and sufferings follow it. If you

48. AO©{`Ëdm@{IbmZWm©Z² ^moJmZmßZmo{V nwîH$bmZ² Ÿ&
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want permanent happiness unadulterated by sorrows you

can get it only if you get the real knowledge of the Self.

For that purpose, you have to renounce all the wealth

earned and all the objects of enjoyment accumulated.

Otherwise, you cannot get permanent bliss. You have to

know that Self alone is real and is of the nature of bliss.

You have to leave off all the objects of the world for

getting Self-realisation.

49. Self is an accomplished fact and no effort is neces-

sary.

Na dooram na ca samkoc¢t labdhameva ¢tmanah padaml

Nirvikalpam nir¢y¢sam nirvik¢ram niranjanam ll (XVIII-4)

Atman or the Self is neither far off nor is it nearby.

It is already with you and so is a fait accompli. It is

undifferentiated, effortless, immutable and untainted.

Self is you yourself, the real you without the

association of the body. It is not some object apart from

you which has to be acquired. Hence it is neither away

from you nor nearer to you. It is your very nature – your

natural form. When you are that. Where is the question

of its being far off or near?

To get something other than one’s Self will certainly

require some effort. To get one’s Self which is you

yourself where is the question of any effort? There is only

one Self which is in all the bodies just like the electricity

49. Z Xya§ Z M g‘>moMmV² bãY_odmË_Z… nX_² Ÿ&
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from one generator which occupies all the bulbs. Thus the

Self being everywhere, there is no differentiation. There

is no enemy and there is no friend. All is Self. As there

is no object apart from the Self, the question of the Self

imbibing the qualities of  other objects does not arise. If

asafoetida is kept in a jar, the jar will be tainted with the

smell of asafoetida even long after the latter is removed

from the jar. Atman remains untainted.

50. Except the Self, everything else is imagination.

Samastam kalpan¢m¢tra¼ ¢tm¢ muktah san¢tanah l

Iti vij®¢ya dheero hi kim abhyasyati b¢lavat ll (XVIII-7)

Everything is imagination except the Self which is

ever free and eternal. When a courageous person has

known this, why should he do sadhana or repeated

practice like a child? A sadhana is done either to get

something which is not with us or to prevent some object

from coming to us. As Atman is an accomplished thing

which is already with us, where is the question of doing

some sadhana? It is only a child which does purposeless

actions. An adult will not do it. When once a person

realises that it was only a rope which was lying on the

road and not a snake, as he thought it was during

darkness, what should he do further either to drive away

the imaginary snake or to get the rope? The rope is

already there and he is aware of it. A Jnani is full

(poorna) and perfect. He is fully happy with his own Self.

50. g_ñV§ H$ënZm_mÌ_² AmË_m _wº$… gZmVZ… Ÿ&
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In his point of view, he lacks nothing. He is established

in his own form. When once he knows beyond doubt that

the entire world has no existence of its own but was a

part of his imagination, what action should he do like an

ignorant boy either to get any object of this imaginary

dream world or Moksha?

51. The Atman is the same as the Brahman and the

rest is all imaginary.

¡tm¢ brahmëti niºcitya bh¢v¢bh¢va¼ ca kalpita¼l

Ni¾k¢maª ki¼ vij¢nati ki¼ br¦të ca karoti ki¼ ll

(XVIII-8)

By studying Scriptures, hearing the teachings of the

Guru and by sadhana, a person comes to the conviction

that the Atman (the individual soul which is the living

energy, which makes the body function) is the same as

the Brahman – the Supreme Being. It is just like saying

that the Ganges water brought and kept in the waterbottle

is the same as the entire river Ganga flowing in Haridwar

or Kasi (Varanasi). In other words, the individual water

in the water bottle has the same purifactory powers as

the flowing Ganga river. The Brahman or the Atman (Self)

is the only thing that always exists and is never subject

to destruction. A better example is the electricity

generated in the generator which is the same as the

individual quantum of electricity in each of the 20 bulbs

in your house. The rest of the objects in the world apart

51. AmË_m ~«÷o{V {ZpíMË` ^mdm^md§ M H$pënV§&
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from the Atman are all dream objects or imaginary objects

which exist for some time and then disappear into non-

existence. A pot exists today and tomorrow it may break

and be thrown away. It passes into non-existence. All

these objects and the world are just like the dream-world

you imagined when you went to sleep. They were

superimposed on the dreamer who was a relative reality.

The snake you imagined a rope to be, in the darkness,

was a superimposition on the reality and the entire length

and breadth of the snake you saw was nothing but the

rope. Just as there was no snake apart from the rope,

there is no world apart from the Atman. What can the

Jivanmukta who remains at all times as the Self (Atman)

tell about or do when there is nobody else to talk to or

talk about? To whom should he talk? What all is to be

understood is :

""~«÷ gË §̀ OJpÝ_Ï`m AmË_m ~«÷¡d Ho$db_²Ÿ&''

(Brahman alone is the truth and the entire world is

illusory. Atman is identical with Brahman.)

The one who has understood that the entire world

is illusory, born out of imagination, a superimposition  and

evanescent, what else is there left to know about them?

The Jivanmukta has lost all his vasanas of the world

for ever.
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52. A liberated soul not bothered whether he becomes a

king or a beggar.

Svar¢jye bhaikshyav¨ttou ca L¢bh¢l¢bhe jane vane l

Nirvikalpasvabh¢vasya na viºe¾osti yoginah ll

(XVIII-11)

A yogi does not find any difference whether he

becomes a king or a beggar taking alms. It makes no

difference to him whether he is in a jungle or amidst

people, whether he got profit or loss. This is because,

by nature, he does not differentiate at all between one

object and another.

A man of knowledge (Jnani) knows that the entire

world of his waking life is as much a product of

imagination as a dream. Because we consider it as real,

we compete and yearn for money, power, status etc. If

in your dream you become  the president of a big

country or you remain as a beggar begging for money

from the passersby, what does it matter at all? The one

is as unreal as the other. Both being false, it matters

nothing what you happen to be in the dream. Similarly,

when once you become a Jivanmukta, you know very well

that all life and all the world are all dream like. Hence

you will not differentiate between one object and another

as all are dream objects. In that state of non-

differentiation, it will not matter whether you acquire an

entire kingdom or remain poor as a beggar. Similarly

51. ñdamÁ ò ¡̂ú`d¥Îmm¡ M bm^mbm ô OZo dZo Ÿ&
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whether you win a lottery of huge amount or you become

a bankrupt, having lost all money in a bank which has

failed, it is of no interest or concern at all. It is also of

no concern whether you live amidst people or alone, in

a jungle. As you are the Self you are always alone, the

jungle and the people around being both illusions.

When once a Jnani has realised his own nature as

the pure Atman, he becomes plenary (Poorna) and lacks

nothing. The Scriptures affirm that there is no greater bliss

than being the Atman. In the Taittiriya Upanishad, the ideal

happiness of a young, good and physically strong emperor

of the entire earth full of prosperity is taken as one basic

unit of a man's maximum happiness and is built up

progressively in exponents of 100 several times till one

reaches the final Brahmananda or the bliss of remaining as

the Self. Hence the state of liberation is so high that

acquisition of the suzerainty over the entire earth is nothing

in comparison. Jivanmukti is a stage of fullness beyond all

concept or comprehension.

53. For a person established in non-duality, no need to

think of Brahman.

Yena d¨¾°a¼ param brahma soha¼ brahmeti cintayët l

Kim cintayati niºcinto dvit¤ya¼ yo na pasyati ll (XVIII-16)

Let the person who has seen the Supreme Being

(Brahman) meditate on ‘Soham Brahmasmi’ (I am that

Brahman). As regards the person who remains in non-

53. `oZ Ñï>§ na§ ~«÷ gmo@h§ ~«÷o{V {MÝV`oV² Ÿ&
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duality as the Self and does not see anything or anybody

other than the Self, what should he meditate upon?

One of the main methods of the higher levels of

meditation is to go on analyzing and meditating on

“Soham Brahmasmi” I am that Brahman. For analysis the

example given in our standard scriptural texts is  ‘Soyam

Devadattah’ – This is that same Mr. Devadatta. Devadatta

was a person well known to you years back and he was

your working colleague. At that time he was full of black

hair in the head, sported a dark mustache and used to

be dressed in full suit and a tie. Now you are seeing him

as a mendicant in a monk’s robe, with a bald head, with

a white mustache and a white beard, old in age and body

structure. You recognised him and said “Oh, he is that

Mr. Devadatta.” How did you recognise him? You

recoganised by leaving off all the external adjuncts

(upadhis) like mustache etc., in both the figures and

comparing them. Similarly, by comparing the core of the

individual soul and the Supreme Being we come to the

conclusion that we are that Brahman. When you say ‘that

Devadatta’, – you mean the Devadatta whom you had

seen years earlier. Similarly, when you say ‘I am that

Brahman’ it would mean that you had seen Brahman

earlier. Nobody could have seen Brahman. It is only a

name we have given for the non-differentiated, formless

impersonality who is the Supreme Being under whom the

gods (called Isvaras) like Vishnu, Siva, Brahma (the

creator) work. (The latter are just like the individual souls

created by the Brahman). In the ultimate state, Brahman

alone remains. When nobody has seen the Brahman, how
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can you meditate on ‘that’ Brahman? It is not possible

for anybody to see the Brahman, as ‘seeing’ means that

Brahman is an object apart from the seer. When Brahman

alone exists, He becomes the only subject, the seer and

there is no other object. So it is impossible to see the

Brahman. Ashtavakra says that if anybody has seen

Brahman, let him meditate by all means “I am that

Brahman.” For a Jivanmukta, he remains as the Self and

there is no object apart from the Self to think of. His

mind has become a ‘no-mind’. How can he think of the

Brahman and say 'I am that Brahman'. Ashtavakra's path

is a natural path where no force is to be used.

54. A Jnani lives like other people but internally he is

neither disturbed nor collected.

Dheero lokaviparyasto vartam¢nopi lokavat l

Na sam¢dhim na vikshepam na lepam swasya pasyati ll

(XVIII-18)

The behaviour and the characteristics of a Jnani (a

man of knowledge) are the opposite of those of a

common man though while living in the world he acts like

any common man. Neither he sits quiet in samadhi state

nor is his mind agitated nor does he imbibe the qualities

of others (is tainted).

A Jnani is never inclined to work as he has nothing

to gain from an illusory world. He has no thoughts of any

54. Yramo bmoH${dn ©̀ñVmo dV©_mZmo@{n bmoH$dV² Ÿ&
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of the objects of the world as they are not apart from

his Self. So his mind never gets agitated or disturbed. A

common man is just the opposite of it. He is always

disturbed by thoughts and is engaged  in some activity

or other relating to this world. While living in the world

a Jivanmukta also behaves like a common man. He jokes

with people, participates in the activities of others and

behaves like any common man only. Hence people cannot

find any difference between the Jnani and ajnani (ignorant

man).

Once a visitor went to Virupaksha cave in the earlier

days in order to meet Ramana Maharshi about whom he

had heard a lot. At that time Bhagavan Ramana was doing

some gardening work outside the cave and was dressed

in a loin cloth. The visitor told him of his desire to meet

Ramana Maharshi. Ramana Maharshi asked him to wait,

went inside, donned a towel around his waist, came out

and introduced himself as Ramana. The visitor could not

believe that such a Jnani could look like a common man

and do gardening.

I have heard of another story too. A great mahatma

(saint) was giving spiritual instructions to a few disciples

in a temple. Somebody brought news that some horse-

borne dacoits were expected to come there any moment

to loot and kill the inhabitants of the village. On hearing

this news all the disciples ran away to the surrounding

jungles in order to hide themselves. The saint also ran

away along with them to hide himself. After the dacoits

looted the village and left, all these people returned to

the temple. The disciples queried the Guruji – “Sir, you
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were always dinning into our ears that a Jnani who is in

non-duality is never afraid of anybody as there is nothing

else apart from his Self. Then, why did you run away

from the dacoits like we did?” The Guruji, without feeling

embarrassed, answered them : ‘‘I felt that I would rather

suffer the ignominy of being dubbed as a hypocrite and

a coward rather than face my ego which will announce

later with glee - “See, how brave I was. When all ran

away, I stayed back and fearlessly faced the dacoits.”  It

is difficult to spot out a Jnani. The Holy mother Sarada

Ma (wife of Sri Ramakrishna) is reported to have told

once – “A Jnani or a realised person does not develop

two horns on his head in order that others could

recognise him.”

A common man, while being engaged in activities

develops anger, attachment, jealousy etc., against the

people he comes across in the course of his activities and

his mind gets disturbed. So also he gets frustrated when

he fails in achieving his objective. For a jnani, the activity

amounts to a non-action (akarma) as he has no selfish

purpose to achieve. He remains undisturbed. It is not also

that he sits in samadhi state without doing any action. In

fact many people expect the Jnani to be sitting in

meditation till the end of his life and not chatting and

joking with people or doing some work. So, if he is

engaged in some worldly activity say, for the good of the

world, they are unable to believe that he could be a Jnani

or  a saint.

Once a king of a small kingdom in Bihar was

impressed with the dispassion and austerity of a holy man
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(a Jnani) in a forest. Whenever he went a hunting  into

the forest he found that the saint was always sitting in

an open place all the year a round, being drenched by

the rains in the rainy season and being fried in the summer

heat. He invited the monk to come and stay in his palace

for a few days. The monk readily agreed and was

installed in the V.I.P. guest room in the palace of the king.

The monk was living happily enjoying all the comforts

which the king himself had. He used to read newspapers

and secular magazines on politics, science etc. He was

enjoying his breakfast, lunch, afternoon snacks, fruit juices

in between lunch and his dinner, each of which had

several courses. The king never once saw the saint

exhorting him on religion, philosophy etc., nor being

engaged in meditation. The king thought that he was

mistaken in the saintliness of the monk. The king

straightaway asked the saint one day -“Swamiji, I find

that there is no difference between you and me in our

lifestyle and in fact I atleast do some state work while

you remain idle. It is months you have come here and

you have not expressed any desire to leave this place and

go somewhere else. Can you explain this?” Swamiji

laughed and told him – “Just now, let us both go for a

walk and I shall discuss this point with you a little later.”

It was evening 4 o’clock. Both the king and the saint

walked a long distance in a jungle path, for nearly 3 hours

and it was becoming dark and they had no torch lights

or a candle (not even a matchbox). The king was very

tired. He told the monk – “Guruji, I have never in my

life walked this much distance. Let us return to the

palace.’’ Swamiji told him – “No, No, I want to go to
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Kanyakumari. It may take some months. It does not

matter. Let us proceed.” The king was flabbergasted. He

exclaimed – “Guruji. It is impossible. I  have not told my

wife or ministers and made any arrangements to carry on

the work in my absence. We have not brought any money

or provisions with us. Kanyakumari is several thousand

miles off from here. How can I leave my kingdom

suddenly, how can we walk so much distance and for

what?” Guruji now laughed and told the king – “This is

the answer to your question this morning. I can live like

you in comfort and I can also leave it in a moment. You

get disturbed at the very thought of going to Kanyakumari.

It does not matter to me. I require no reasons for my

actions as I have no purpose to achieve in this world.

Now I hope you understand. I only wanted to test your

sincerity, faith and devotion. Goodbye.” The saint walked

away into the darkness without a backward glance.

Nobody can understand a liberated person. The faith in

them of even the most sincere devotees may be shaken

severely some times.

55. A Jivanmukta is free from all bondages and is free

not to do actions.

Nirv¢sano nir¢lambah svacchando mukta bandhanah l

Kshiptah sans¢ra v¢tena ce¾°ate ºu¾kapar´avat ll

(XVIII-21)

Bereft of all past latest tendencies (vasanas), having

no dependence, a person who is liberated from ignorance

55. {Zdm©gZmo {Zambå~… ñdÀN>ÝXmo _wº$~ÝYZ… Ÿ&
{já… g§gmadmVoZ Moï>Vo ewîH$nU©dV² Ÿ&& (XVIII-21)
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and all bondages is free to act as he wants. But

sometimes he is also forced to act just like a dry leaf

which is moved by the cosmic wind (i.e., past karmas

or prarabdha of the body).

A normal person is forced to act by his vasanas i.e.,

the impressions of habits of the previous births, even

though he has a free-will which is capable of overcoming

the vasanas. Whether impelled by vasanas or by free-will,

the actions are all fresh actions which turn into an

unavoidable and compulsory prarabdha (reaction of

reward or punishment) in the next birth. It is the vasanas

which create thoughts culminating in actions good or bad.

Vasanas are consultants whose advice is not compulsory

but one is forced to obey the strong vasanas formed out

of repeated actions of the same nature in the past births

etc. A Jivanmukta knows that there is no object apart

from his Self and so no desire arises in him to do any

action for achieving something. He is free of vasanas.

In order to perform sadhana, our mind gets hold of

some mantra or the name of a God. Thus we are

dependent on them. A Jivanmukta, being established in his

Self, is not dependent on a Guru, a mantra (sacred

words) or a name etc. His mind is empty of all thoughts.

As he has dispelled all his ignorance by the ultimate

knowledge, he knows that he is the Atman (Self) who is

all pervasive, the only reality that exists. So he is no longer

bound by time, space or objects. He is free to act as

he wills but still he acts like a dried leaf.

Let us think of a leaf fallen from a tree, which is

completely dried up so that there is no water content left
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at all to make it shrink or move. Even then, if a strong

wind blows, the leaf is blown by it and taken to a little

distance where it may, by chance, fall on a newly born

worm which is squirming under the terrific heat of the sun

and thus protect it from the sun. An onlooker may think

that the leaf, though like a saint drained of all the water

of vasanas, has out of compassion acted to provide

shelter for the worm. In the same way, the body of a

Jivanmukta may be forced to act which may be

interpreted by a common man as a deliberate act of

compassion or kindness. As a Jivanmukta is established

in non-duality there is no other thing or object or person

at all for him to be helped or to be shown compassion.

That is why, earlier, Ashtavakra had stated (in verse 16

of Chapter 17) that a Jivanmukta has no compassion or

pity (Naiva Ka-runyam).

56. Even when a Jivanmukta does some action it is a

non-action.

K¨tam dehena karmedam na may¢ suddharoopin¢ l

Iti chint¢nurodhi yah kurvannapi karoti na ll (XVIII-25)

Even when a Jivanmukta performs actions, he thinks

– “This work has been done by my body and not by

me whose nature (Self) is pure’’. Such a person is deemed

to have done no action at all even though he did it.

As explained against the previous serial number

there may be  circumstances where a Jivanmukta is

forced to do some act. Even then, his attitude at that

56. H¥$V§ XohoZ H$_}X§ Z _`m ewÕê${nUm Ÿ&
B{V {MÝVmZwamoYr `… Hw$d©Þ{n H$amo{V Z Ÿ&& (XVIII-25)
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time is – “I am not the doer. The body was forced to

do it, impelled by certain cosmic reasons. I am not the

body and the body does not belong to me also. I am

pure and plenary (poorna). I require nothing. I am the

Self. It is all an illusory cosmic drama where nothing takes

place in reality.” As he has no doership and the act is

done by the impersonal Totality in the cosmic drama, the

action becomes sterile and it is tantamount to ‘no action’.

No result, good or bad, accrues to the Jivanmukta.

57. The mind of a Jivanmukta is pure and shines bril-

liantly.

Nodvigna¼ na ca santu¾am akart¨ spandavarjitaï l

Nir¢sa¼ gatasandeha¼ cittam muktasya r¢jate ll

(XVIII-30)

In the mind of a liberated person, there is neither

excitement nor satisfaction. It is bereft of the sense of

doership and any movement. It has no expectations. There

is no doubt left in it. The pure mind of the liberated one

shines brilliantly.

This verse indicates how happy is the state of a

Jivanmukta. Remaining as one's own Self his mind is rid

of all vasanas. All likes and dislikes go away and he

remains unmoved whatever worldly environmental

circumstances may crop up. He does not get excited or

disturbed by any events whether joyful or unhappy. He

remains in the neutral gear even if a joyful event takes

57. Zmo{Û¾§ Z M gÝVwf§ AH$V¥©ñnÝXd{O©V_² Ÿ&
{Zame§ JVgÝXoh§ {MÎm§ _wº$ñ` amOVo Ÿ&& (XVIII-30)
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place. Even when he is forced to be engaged in some

activity due to external circumstances, he has no doership

as he has no purpose to achieve. As normally he refrains

from all activities he is bereft of all movements. As he

has no purpose to achieve, he has no expectations or

desires. Unless a person has absolute faith in the Guru's

teachings and the Scriptures (this faith is called Sraddha)

he cannot make any progress in the spiritual path. It is

one of the six sine-qua-nons (shat sampath) for starting

on the spiritual path. Only the person who has Sraddha

(faith) will be able to get the ultimate knowledge

('Sraddhavan labhate jnanam’ – Bhagavad Gita. IV-39).

When one does not have faith, one will doubt everything.

All doubts  will go away only when one comes face to

face with the Supreme Being (Mundakopanished II-2-8).

Till that time one has to proceed on firm faith. People

call it blind faith. Faith is always blind as, if one gets a

personal experience  or some clear proof, it becomes a

fact and there is no need for faith at all. In such a state,

the mind of a Jivanmukta is absolutely pure and shines

brilliantly.

58. On hearing the Truth, the dull one gets confused and

a wise one becomes an introvert.

Tattva¼ yath¢rtham¢karnya mandah pr¢pnoti m¦²at¢¼l

Athav¢y¢ti sankocam am¦²ah kopi m¦²avat ll

(XVIII-32)

58. VÎd§ `WmW©_mH$Ê ©̀ _ÝX… àmßZmo{V _yT>Vm_² Ÿ&
AWdm@@`m{V g§H$moM§ A_yT>… H$mo@{n _yT>dV² Ÿ&& (XVIII-32)
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The ultimate truth is that Brahman alone is the only

reality and the world is an illusion. The individual   Self

(Atman) is identical with Brahman. One has to understand

this not only intellectually, but from the core of his entire

being after practically experiencing it. Moksha or liberation

can be attained only through the ultimate knowledge (Jna-

na-deva kaivalyam). When a dull person hears it, he only

gets more confused. Rarely it may happen that a dull

person turns his mind inward, becomes an introvert and

begins Self enquiry. It may be because of the favourable

conditioning of his mind in his previous births. Sometimes,

for reasons of his own, even a Jnani, even though he is

rid of all vasanas including that for moksha and free from

all doubts behaves like a dull-headed fool. Hence it is

not possible for a common man to distinguish a Jnani

from the dull headed fools because both may behave

externally in a similar manner.

59. A Jnani is always in natural samadhi. Sadhana is

done by fools.

Ekagrat¢ nirodho v¢ m¦dhairabhyasyate bh¨sam l

Dheer¢h k¨tya¼ na pasyanti suptavat svapade sthit¢hll

(XVIII-33)

Either one-pointedness or stopping of all thoughts is

practised a lot by fools. The Jnanis remain in their own

Self unmoving, unseeing, unthinking and still, like a sleeping

person. They do not consider the sadhanas as actions to

be done.

59. EH$mJ«Vm {ZamoYmo dm _yT>¡aä`ñ`Vo ¥̂e_² Ÿ&
Yram… H¥$Ë §̀ Z ní`pÝV gwádV² ñdnXo pñWVm… Ÿ&& (XVIII-33)
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When it is all the Self, why are we not able to see

it clearly? It is because an illusory world has been

superimposed on the Atman and the attractions and

detractions of the objects of the world which look real

occupy our thoughts all the time, which hides our true

nature. In order to know our real nature, we resort to

either of the methods i.e.,  to get rid of all thoughts and

to remain thoughtless (Nirodha) or to concentrate on one

thought – a mantra, a form or a name of God. With all

these practices done over a length of time, the sadhakas

do not get realisation. The Jnani moves into a

meditationless meditation in a natural manner and remains

in his true nature like a sleeping man. He does not

consider it necessary to do such sadhanas when he can

natually remain in a blissful state. In the sleep you do not

see different objects. Only you exist and nothing else.

When you can continue in the same undifferentiated non-

dual natural state while awake you are as if in deep sleep.

In sleep as there is no differentiation, you do nothing.

60.Those who do sadhana are not aware of their

evershining Atman which is already attained.

¹uddha¼ buddha¼ priya¼ p¦r´a¼ ni¾prapanca

nir¢maya¼ ll

¡tm¢na¼ ta¼ na j¢nanti tatrabhyasapar¢ jan¢ª ll

(XVIII-35)

The people who are engaged in the practice of

sadhana do not know the Atman who is eternally pure,

awakened, lovable, plenary, bereft of worldliness and

untouched by sorrows.

60. ewÕ§ ~wÕ§ {à §̀ nyUª {Zîn«n#m§ {Zam_`_² Ÿ&
AmË_mZ§ V§ Z OmZpÝV VÌmä`mgnam OZm… Ÿ&& (XVIII-35)
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Here is a beautiful description of the Atman as far

as words can express it. Atman is pure, without being

tainted by vasanas, desires etc. It is always self-aware and

is already realised by everybody. Being your own true

nature as Self, the Atman is always the subject of your love

even when you pose as if ignorant. In the Brihadaranyaka

Upanishad Yajnavalkya tells that you love your wife, son

etc. because they are all your own Self which is

everywhere. They are not loved because of any merit in

themselves. Atman is all and hence lacks nothing unlike the

body. Atman cannot fall ill and so it is not subject to

sorrows. Atman being you yourself, it has always been with

you and there is no need to do any sadhana to attain it.

Those who are engaged in sadhana want to catch

something outside themselves not knowing that they are

themselves the Atman and there is no practice needed to

get it from outside.

61. Be and do not try to become Brahman Supreme.

Moodho n¢pnoti tat brahma yato bhavitu michchati l

Anichchannapi dheero hi parabrahma swaroopabhaak ll

(XVIII-37)

A foolish person who wants and desires badly (to

have moksha) to become the Brahman never gets it. On

the contrary, an intelligent sadhak gets it even if he does

not desire for it as he is already of the nature of

parabrahman i.e. the Supreme Being.

61. _yT>mo ZmßZmo{V VX² ~«÷ `Vmo ^{dVw{_ÀN>{V Ÿ&
A{ZÀN>Þ{n Yramo {h na~«÷ñdê$n^mH² Ÿ&& (XVIII-37)
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We see from Viveka Choodamani that a new

disciple who goes to a Guru for guidance on the spiritual

path must have the capacity to discriminate (Viveka),

dispassion (Vairagya), an intense desire to get liberation

(become the Brahman) called mumuksha and a package

of six other qualities (Shatsampatti). Unless the desire for

Moksha is very strong you will not be inclined to leave

the enticing world and take up the spiritual path. Hence

it is one of the four pre-requisites of Sadhana (Sadhana

Chatushtayam). A stage comes in the learning of the

disciple when he is asked to drop all desires including

that for Moksha as that very desire will be an impediment

in his realisation. This is a particular method of teaching

called aaropa and apavada (superimposing and negation).

In the lower classes, a school boy is taught that an atom

is the smallest indivisible particle but in higher classes this

is negated and he is taught that an atom is capable of

being further sub-divided into sub-particles like electron,

proton etc. In religion too, while doing the Pooja one

starts with the Aavaahanam (ritualistic awakening of the

latent power) of a particular god in a small icon or a

statue and at the end of the Pooja one withdraws it and

returns it to its original status requesting that the God

should come again (puna ra-gamanaaya cha). This is

adhyaropa and apavada. God is everywhere just like the

electricity lying latent in the wiring also. When we want

it to manifest, we call a mechanic, who opens up a point

in the wiring and installs a bulb. (This the is the process

of Avaahanam).

When once the final truth has been imbibed that you

are the Atman (the electricity which goes into each bulb
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called the body) which is ultimately nothing but the

Brahman (the totality of electricity coming from the

generator), you are already the Brahman and you have

only to realise it. So long as you are wearing a necklace

in your neck and searching for it everywhere, you can

never get the necklace. Hence the stage comes when you

have to abandon all desires including that for moksha (to

become the Brahman). You are the Brahman and how can

you become one? The one who has removed all the

vasanas and desires and remains still without any activity

automatically slips into the realisation of Brahman. He

remains as the Brahman. Even though he never had a

desire to become the Brahman, all his vasanas including

the one to become the Brahman having died away, he

attains moksha or liberation from all bondages. Here is

a note of  warming. ‘To be as you are and not to

become’ can be interpreted by frivolous people to mean

that they may continue their sexual exploits, drinking in

pubs and their debaucherous activities and they will attain

Brahman. This is thoroughly wrong. These tendencies have

never been a man's intrinsic nature but are due to

conditioning. A human being is thoroughly divine in nature

and the other qualities are due to vasanas acquired by

conditioning.

So long as a person remains immersed in

worldliness, he is full of anxiety, tension, concern etc.,

about acquiring wealth, enjoyment, his activities,  his

business, profession etc. When he thinks he has become

spiritual, he only transfers all his tension, anxiety, concern

etc., to get moksha. His method of approach remains the
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same as the one he adopted for the world. It was only

an exchange of one desire for another. All desires have

to go.

62. Control of mind should not be forced but natural.

Kva nirodho vimoodhasya yo nirbandham karoti vai l

Svaar¢masya iva dheerasya sarvadaasavakrtrimah ll

(XVIV-41)

How can a fool who uses force or compulsion

succeed in controlling the mind? The Jnani who revels  in

his Self slides into this state at all times in a natural way.

It is the thoughts of the objects of this world like

wealth, husband/wife, money, sons/daughters, friends,

health of ourselves and our relatives which occupy the

mind constantly  and do not allow us to know who we

are in reality. So as per the Yoga sutra of Patanjali, one

has to control and stop all these thoughts. It is in a 'no

mind' state that one can get moksha (liberation). The

world, its joys and sorrows are all thoughts. This control

of the mind and stopping all thoughts is called nirodha

and it leads to the union with the Supreme Being. “Yogas

chitta vrtti nirodhah.”  There is no use of forcing the mind

to stop its activity and to control the mind. We have had

for births myriad relationships of attachment, enmity and

jealousy etc., with the objects of the world and these

vasanas will not allow us to succeed in ‘nirodha’ (control

of the mind). It will be a frustrating effort to attempt it.

62. ¹$ {ZamoYmo {d_yT>ñ` `mo {Z~©ÝY§ H$amo{V d¡ Ÿ&
ñdmam_ñ ¡̀d Yrañ` gd©XmgmdH¥${Ì_… Ÿ&& (XVIII-41)
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This only means that you should not straightaway try to

forcibly stop the mind but should cut at the roots of these

thoughts. The thoughts arise because of your involvement

with the world. When we develop a mentality of treating

all alike and having no likes or dislikes, no attachment

or enmity etc. and thus the involvement becomes nil,

automatically the thoughts will cease and nirodha takes

place by itself in a natural way.

A Jivanmukta sees nobody else apart from the

Atman and remains as the Brahman. There is no world

or involvement in it. So he cannot have any thoughts. This

is nirodha in a natural way.

63. Let not the mind cling to some support.

Mumukshor buddhi r¢lambamantarena na vidyate l

Nir¢lambeva ni¾k¢ma buddhir muktasya sarvada ll

(XVIII-44)

The intellect of a sadhak who is desirous of

liberation never remains without clinging to some support.

The intellect of a Jivanmukta which is freed from all desires

does not depend on any support.

A seeker of liberation always clings with his intellect

to some support like a mantra (a sacred syllable), Pooja

(ritualistic worship), dhyana (meditation) etc., as his desire

for liberation still remains even if all other desires have

been eliminated. As told in earlier verses, as he still feels

63. _w_wjmo~w©{Õambå~_ÝVaoU Z {dÚVoŸ&
{Zambå~¡d {ZîH$m_m ~w{Õ_w©º$ñ` gd©XmŸ&& (XVIII-44)
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that Brahman is to be attained from somewhere, he

makes all efforts, keeping some support for his mind.

These supports themselves will become vasanas and he

will not be able to leave them.

When once the mind becomes rid of all desires

including the desire for Moksha, a person automatically

becomes a Jivanmukta and as he knows that nothing else

exists apart from the Self, he does not cling to any

external factors which are unreal. When we are trying to

get rid of all bondages why should we use factors which

will form further bondage? It is told in Niralamba

Upanishad that all the disciplines like the dos and don’ts

(yama and niyama) including meditation and samadhi

prescribed in the yoga of  Patanjali are all bondages-

“YAMA
-
DI ASHTA

-
NGA YOGA SANKALPO

BANDHAH.”

64. A pure mind grasps the truth about the ultimate

Reality immediately.

Vastu sravana matrena suddha buddhir nir¢kulah l

Naiv¢c¢ra¼ an¢c¢ra¼ aud¢syam v¢ prapaºyati ll

(XVIII-48)

A person with a pure mind becomes calm and free

from all agitations just by hearing the truth about the

Reality. Afterwards he is not bothered whether he adheres

to right conduct or wrong conduct or is indifferent.

64. dñVwldU_mÌoU ewÕ~w{Õ{Z©amHw$b… Ÿ&
Z¡dmMma§ AZmMma§ Am¡Xmñ §̀ dm àní`{V Ÿ&& (XVIII-48)
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A pure mind is one which is rid of all vasanas

(tendencies due to impressions of past actions) and

desires. Vasanas go away only when a person develops

dispassion, becomes indifferent to all objects, thus

eliminating all likes and dislikes and has an equal vision.

A normal person is full of worries, anxieties, desires and

vasanas which keep his mind agitated and tense. The

moment a man with a pure mind hears about the ultimate

truth he immediately gets convinced that all objects are

fabricated by imagination and all his agitation goes away.

He remains calm and quiet unperturbed by any crisis. As

he has no objective to achieve he is not bothered about

others' opinions about him. He behaves in society in any

manner he likes. He is not bothered whether he behaves

as per traditional discipline or whether his conduct is

against the injunctions of Scriptures or norms of social life.

He cannot be considered  as deliberately indifferent also.

He behaves like a child.

65. Leave off doership and claims to the results of

actions.

Akart¨tv¢¼ abhokt¨tva¼ sv¢tmano manyate yad¢ l

Tad¢ ksheen¢ bhavantyeva samast¢s chittav¨ttayah ll

(XVIII-5)

When a seeker begins to consider that his Self is

only a witness to all the actions which take place through

his senses and it is neither the doer nor the one who

65. AH$V©¥Ëd§ A^moº¥$Ëd§ ñdmË_Zmo _Ý`Vo `Xm Ÿ&
VXm jrUm ^dÝË òd g_ñVm… {MÎmd¥Îm`: Ÿ&& (XVIII-51)
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experiences the results of the actions, then all the thoughts

which take the shapes of various objects disappear.

When a generator passes on the electricity to the

various bulbs, the bulbs are only a witness to the light

shining in the bulbs but they themselves are not the doers

nor are they entitled to enjoy the results of the lighting

which is not done at the individual level of the bulb but

by Totality. In the same way, the various senses of our

body do not perform the various actions like seeing,

smelling, hearing, walking etc. It is done by the energy

which inhabits the body and works through the senses.

The eyes, ears, legs etc., are only the openings through

which that energy works. Hence as individuals we do not

act and when we do not act we are not also entitled to

its results, the merit or sin accruing out of good or bad

acts. Each wave in the ocean thinks that it rises up to a

high level by its own power. It is the totality of the ocean

which makes each wave rise. When once we are aware

that we are only the witnesses and not the doers or the

experiencers, the question of the vasanas or desires

propelling us to do actions does not arise. When we

know that we do nothing by ourselves and the entire

actions are executed at the higher level, we desist from

all activities and the vasanas or desires which were

prompting us to act are rendered sterile. This is a very

important method for dispelling all vasanas. This has been

expounded earlier too as one of the instant moksha

capsules presented by Ashtavakra (I-6).
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66. Even a Jivanmukta shows respect or honour where

due.

¹rotriya¼ devat¢m t¤rtha¼ angan¢¼ bh¦pati¼ priya¼ l

D¨¾tv¢ samp¦jya dh¤rasya na k¢pi h¨di v¢san¢ ll

(XVIII-54)

A Jivanmukta shows due honour and respect by

prostrating before a vedic scholar, a god, a holy river, a

woman, a king or any favourite persons. This does not

create any vasana or tendencies for the future.

Normally people honour or show their respect to a

great vedic scholar or a god in order to get their

blessings. This creates a vasana which will impel them to

seek the blessings again and again by meeting such

people. A common man may show his respect to a king

either out of fear of retribution if he fails to do so or out

of expectations of favours from the king.

A man might show his respect to his favourite

relatives or to a woman as he is attracted to them and

hopes to get favours of their pleasant company in future.

Thus vasanas or impressions which induce repetitions and

desires are created.

In the case of a Jivanmukta, he sees nobody as

separate from his own Self. He looks at them all alike

and no vasanas or fear or desires for favours arise in his

mind. Only if he shows respect with some motive, they

will give rise to vasanas. He does not get any special

satisfaction, excitement or joy at this act. So these actions

66. lmo{Ì §̀ XodVm§ VrWª A“Zm§ ŷnqV {à`_² Ÿ&
Ñï‰>m g§nyÁ` Yrañ` Z H$m{n ö{X dmgZm ŸŸ&& (XVIII-54)
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do not make any difference to him. It is likely he does

it as he does not want to look any different from a

common man. It may be also that he does these acts in

order to set an example to others as to how it is

important to follow the injunctions of Scriptures. The

Bhagavad Gita says ‘‘yad yada-charati sreshthah tat

tadevetaro janah, sa yat prama-nam kurute lokas

tadanuvartate’’. In whatever way a man of excellence

behaves, other people also do the same thing. Whatever

he does being considered as authoritative people follow

him.

67. Dishonour or humiliation has no effect.

Bh¨tyaih putraih kaltraiºca douhitraiº ch¢pi gotrajaih l

Vihasya dhikkrto yogi na y¢ti vik¨tim man¢k ll(XVIII-55)

A Jivanmukta’s mind never undergoes any change

or transformation, even when he is laughed at and

humiliated by his servants, sons, wives, grandsons or close

relatives.

In the earlier verse it was stated that a Jivanmukta

never fails to show due honour to others where due. Here

it is stated that he is impervious to any dishonour  or

humiliation done to him. It is the ideal state. In Vishnu

Sahasra Nama Stotram there are three attributes given to

the Supreme Lord - “amaani, maanado, manyo”-The one

without any ego or sense of honour for himself, one who

gives due honour to others, one who is respected by all.”

67. ¥̂Ë ¡̀… nwÌ¡… H$bÌ¡ü Xm¡{hÌ¡üm{n JmoÌO¡… Ÿ&
{dhñ` {Y¸¥$Vmo `moJr Z `m{V {dH¥$qV _ZmH²$ Ÿ&& (XVIII-55)
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As a Jivanmukta never sees anybody apart from

himself, there is no ‘other person’ who can dishonour him.

Once somebody abused a saint. The saint asked  him a

question – “Dear sir, I consist of two units – body and

soul (Atman). Which one of the two are you abusing? If

you abuse my soul (Atman), there is only one Atman who

pervades all bodies. So in effect, you are only abusing

yourself. If you are throwing your abuses on my body, I

join you in it heartily. It is the body which creates all

problems for me in this world and so it deserves to be

abused.”

As the Jivanmukta has severed his connection with

the body and thus annihilated the ego (the body sense),

he has no connection with people who are related to him

through his body. Hence from his side he does not

recognise any relationship with his son, wife, grandson,

servant etc.

A common man gets severely hurt and his ego is

wounded when anybody offends him or humiliates him.

As a result he gets agitated and loses his peace of mind.

His relationship with those people gets strained and he

even contemplates vengeance against them. For years, the

memory of the humiliation or disrespect he suffered

continues to recur and disturb his mind. As a Jivanmukta

remains as the Supreme Brahman and as no world exists

apart from him, honour or dishonour, worship or

humiliation, nothing creates any change in him and causes

any ripple in his mind.
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68. A Jivanmukta enjoys every routine activity.

Sukham¢ste sukha¼ ºete sukham¢y¢ti yati cha l

Sukha¼ vakti sukha¼ bhunkte vyavah¢repi º¢nta

dh¤h ll (XVIII-59)

A Jnani whose mind is ever calm in daily routine

dealings, sits down happily, sleeps happily, walks happily

(whether going or coming), talks happily and eats happily.

A common man always remains troubled about

something or other. I have seen young men and women

who cannot sleep without a sleeping pill or two every

night. A normal person thinks of his problems in office

even while eating. He is not even aware of what courses

were served to him. Even while walking in a garden with

his children his mind is engaged with the various problems

in his office or family. He never enjoys his walk or sleep

or his lunch or dinner. His mind remains perpetually

agitated. Even while talking he forgets suddenly what he

was talking about as he is thinking of various other things.

As a Jivanmukta does not see anything but his Self

and has become bereft of vasanas or desires, he has no

problems and has no thoughts. He has no involvement

with the world. So whatever he does, he has no selfish

motive behind it and just acts in a routine way. He,

therefore, enjoys his walk, his talk, his lunch/dinner his

sleep etc. When he eats, he only eats and has no other

thoughts. When he walks, he only walks. Every activity

68. gwI_mñVo gwI§ eoVo gwI_m`m{V `m{V M Ÿ&
gwI§ d{º$ gwI§ ŵL²>ºo$ ì`dhmao@{n emÝVYr… Ÿ&& (XVIII-59)
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is done by him totally without any other thoughts to

hinder it.

From our point of view we think that a Jivanmukta

who has no interest in the world leads an insipid boring

life. The truth is it is he who enjoys every moment of

his life.

69. No duties imposed on a Jivanmukta.

Kartavyataiva sams¢ro na t¢¼ paºyanti s¦rayah l

¹¦ny¢k¢r¢ nir¢k¢r¢ nirvik¢r¢ nir¢may¢h ll (XVIII-57)

It is the feeling of duties we owe that forms the world

of involvement (samsara). But the jnanis do not see it at all

because they are empty of any form, and are formless,

impersonal, changeless and free from all sorrows.

In India specially we see many feel that even

performance of the marriage of their grandson is their

duty. The foremost duty of everybody is to know who

we are. Without it, how can you know where lies your

duty? Instead you feel that it is your duty to accumulate

a lot of money and wealth to last for 2 or 3 generations

more. People spend their life time helping their adult sons

and daughters because they consider it as their duty. The

jivanmuktas do not consider anything as their duty at all.

It is your activities which you perform as your duties that

involve you irretrievably  in the world bringing sorrows

in their wake. Unlike these worldly people, the

Jivanmuktas have severed their connections with the body

69. H$V©ì`V¡d g§gmamo Z Vm§ ní`pÝV gya`… Ÿ&
eyÝ`mH$mam {ZamH$mam {Z{d©H$mam {Zam_`m… Ÿ&& (XVIII-57)
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and they do not identify themselves with the body.

Naturally when they do not recognise the body, they are,

for all purposes empty of all forms. As they only consider

themselves as the Self, they are formless. As they are not

aware of any existence other than the Self no events

which affect their body, including disease etc., or events

which affect their close relations, wealth, house etc. cause

any joy or sorrow in them. So the liberated people

disclaim any duty with respect to any object of the world.

70. A Jivanmukta is never tainted by any work.

Sarv¢rambhe¾u ni¾k¢mo yaºcaredb¢lavanmunih l

Na lepastasya ºuddhasya kriyam¢´ëpi karma´i ll

(XVIII-64)

As a Jivanmukta behaves like a child, he performs

all activities without any selfish desire. As he is pure,

though he performs a work, he does not get tainted or

involved in it.

In a similar description of a Jivanmukta in Srimad

Bhagavad Gita (XIV-25), the word ‘Arambha’ has been

defined as ‘all activities’ and not as starting of activity,

by Sankara. In other words, as far as possible, it is not

that he abandons starting of all projects but he will drop

even those activities which are in progress. A Jivanmukta

sees no object or world separate from him and is

divested of all desires. He has no purpose to achieve by

doing work. A child which plays in the river sand builds

70. gdm©aå ôfw {ZîH$m_mo `üaoX²~mbdÝ_w{Z… Ÿ&
Z bonñVñ` ewÕñ` {H«$`_mUo@{n H$_©{U Ÿ&& (XVIII-64)
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a mansion out of the wet sand and while leaving, it

destroys the mansion built by sand. It was a play and

the child had no purpose in building the mansion or

destroying it. So also a Jivanmukta has no purpose to

be served even though he may engage himself in some

activity. Hence the activity leaves no impression and does

not create a vasana (a latent tendency). As the Jnani has

no sense of doership, the results, namely the merit (Punya)

or the sin (Pa-pa), do not accrue to him. He remains

untainted. He is not bound by the actions.

71. Remains the same (with equanimity) in all

circumstances.

Sa eva dhanya ¢tmaj®ah sarvabh¢ve¾u yah samah l

Paºyan s¨´van sp¨ºan jighran aºnan nistar¾a m¢nasah ll

(XVIII-65)

A Jivanmukta remains the same in all

circumstances, whether he is seeing, hearing, touching,

smelling or eating because his mind is freed from all

desires. Such a knower of Self is blessed.

Blessed is the Jnani who remains as the Self and

for whom no world or any object remains apart from

his Self. As there is no object for him, the question of

any excitement or feeling of joy, sorrow, like, dislike etc.

does not arise at all. No event causes any ripple of any

emotion in him. Whether he loses or gains, whether any

danger threatens him or some pleasure awaits him, he

71. g Ed YÝ` AmË_k… gd©̂ mdofw `… g_… Ÿ&
ní`Z² ûm¥ÊdZ² ñn¥eZ² {OK«Z² AíZZ² {ZñVf©_mZg…&&  (XVIII 65)
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is unmoved. If he touches the decomposed flesh of a

dead man or the hand of a beautiful lady, he remains

the same. There is neither revulsion nor attraction. Thus,

even though he may do some activity, it leaves no mark

and it does not affect him at all.

72. Jivanmukta shines in the world of delusion.

Buddhi paryanta sams¢re m¢y¢m¢tram vivartate l

Nirmamo nirahank¢ro ni¾k¢mah sobhate budhah ll

(XVIII-73)

This entire world has its existence only in the mind.

It functions due to the delusive power of Maya. It is the

Jivanmukta who has no ego nor any sense of possession

and is desireless who shines by his wisdom.

The entire world which looks real is a product of

the conditioned imagination and so it does not exist

except in mind. It is only a delusive superimposition on

the Self due to the power of Maya just like the

appearance of a non-existing snake which was

superimposed on a rope by a visitor who mistook it for

a snake in the darkness. There was never a snake. So

also the world never is. All normal persons live in this

deluded condition and are subject to sufferings and

sorrows in this drama of imagination, which looks real to

us. It is a Jivanmukta, who has, because of his wisdom

been able to penetrate through the veil of Maya and

shines untrammelled by the coils of Maya. This is because

72. ~w{Õn ©̀ÝVg§gmao _m`m_mÌ§ {ddV©Vo Ÿ&
{Z_©_mo {Zah‘>mamo {ZîH$m_… emô Vo ~wY… Ÿ&& (XVIII-73)
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he has ceased to identify himself with his body-mind

complex and has abandoned his sense of possession

towards objects. As no world or its objects exist for him,

there is no desire to possess them. It is the desires which

have bound us and entangled us in this phenomenal world.

The Jivanmukta remains free from all bondage.

73. No world for the one who has realised the Immortal

Self.

Akshayam gatasant¢pam ¡tm¢nam pasyato muneh l

Kva vidy¢ ca kva v¢ viºva¼ kva dehoha¼ mameti v¢ ll

(XVIII - 74)

For the Jnani who sees the indestructible Atman

without any scope for sorrow, where is knowledge, where

is the universe, where is the body and where is the ego

or sense of ownership?

The one who has attained the knowledge of the

Brahman sees nothing but his Self; in such a state of non-

duality there is no object which can give him sorrow or

suffering. The Self is immortal and cannot be destroyed.

When once he has reached this state, the body which is

part of the world ceases to exist and in the absence of

the body there cannot be any ego (identification of oneself

with the body) nor can such a person own anything. He

has no need of any knowledge or the world. He is happy

in his own Self.

73. Aj §̀ JVg§Vmn§ AmË_mZ§ ní`Vmo _wZo… Ÿ&
¹$ {dÚm M ¹$ dm {dœ§ ¹$ Xohmo@h§ __o{V dm Ÿ&& (XVIII-74)
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74. There is no heaven, hell or Moksha for a Jnani.

Na svargo naiva narako j¤vanmuktirnacaiva hi l

Bahun¢tra kimuktena yogad¨¾ty¢na ki®cana ll

(XVIII-80)

For a person who has realised the Self, there is no

heaven or hell. There is also no liberation (Jivanmukti).

What is the use of my talking a lot? From the point of

view of the ultimate reality there is nothing but the Self.

Ultimately Self alone is. It is only a dream drama

of the Self where it sees itself playing billions of roles (of

all the beings in the world). The birth, death, heaven, hell,

moksha – these are all part of the drama where there is

only one actor namely the Self. It is all a cosmic dream.

Even the waking up from the dream (moksha) is part of

the drama which never happened but was all an

imagination. The Atman was always free and never

subject to any bondage of heaven, hell and subsequently

a release (moksha).

In order to prevent people from committing sinful

deeds and to encourage them into performing good and

meritorious deeds, the hell, a place for punishment and

the heaven, a place for reward, have been mentioned in

the Scriptures. Heaven and hell are products of

imagination and they are only as true as our body is. As

long as one remains in ignorance and considers one's

body as true, the heaven, hell and moksha are relatively

74. Z ñdJm} Z¡d ZaH$mo OrdÝ_w{º$Z© M¡d {h Ÿ&
~hþZmÌ {H$_wºo$Z `moJÑîQ>çm Z qH$MZ Ÿ&& (XVIII-80)
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true. In the ultimate analysis there is nothing but the Self

(Atman). There is no differentiation.

For a man of sharp intellect and excellent fitness a

few words/instructions are enough to wake him up. He

is like a horse which gallops when it only sees the hand

of the driver going towards the whip. There is no need

to tell a lot. Enough has been said. Ashtavakra winds up

his instructions in this traditional way.

75. A Jivanmukta neither praises nor decries anybody.

Na º¢ntam stauti ni¾k¢mo na du¾°amapi nindati l

Samadukhasukhast¨ptah ki®chit k¨tya¼ na paºyati ll

(XVIII-82)

A Jivanmukta does not praise a saint nor does he

abuse or decry a rogue. He is always equal in joy and

sorrows, at all times satisfied. He does not see anything

to be done in this world.

As a Jivanmukta has no desires or vasanas left in

him, he does not require any blessing or boon from any

saint. He does not, therefore, praise a saint who is calm

and quiet. Nor does he abuse or decry a rogue or a

scoundrel. If a rogue causes him suffering or sorrow he

does not feel it. If a saint is to bless him it does not

make him happy. As he has no expectations from the

illusory world, he does not feel that anything is to be

done by him. He lacks nothing. He sees the one Self in

all.

75. Z emÝV§ ñVm¡{V {ZîH$m_mo Z Xwï>_{n {ZÝX{V Ÿ&
g_Xw…IgwIñV¥á… {H${#mV² H¥$Ë`§ Z ní`{V Ÿ&& (XVIII-82)
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76. Jivanmukta has no interest either in the world or in

the Atman.

Dh¤ro na dveshti sans¢ram ¡tm¢na¼ na didrkshati l

Har¾¢mar¾avinirmukto na m¨to na ca j¤vati ll

(XVIII-83)

A realised soul does not hate this world. Nor is he

desirous of seeing the Atman. He is bereft of joy or

anger. He is neither dead nor alive.

A Jivanmukta sees no world apart from him. The

world does not exist for him. How can he hate something

which does not exist at all? Secondly, he is expected to

have equal vision. He has no likes or dislikes. It is as if

the world has withdrawn itself from him. This statement

of Ashtavakra is almost a repetition of his earlier teaching.

The Jivanmukta does not desire either enjoyment of this

world or moksha (Bhoga moksha nirakankshi). He has

no desire for seeing the Atman as it is impossible. Atman

is not an object which can be perceived through the

senses. Atman is the subject and there is no other object

at all. Atman is his very Self. He is the only seer. How

can he become an object to be seen? As he is immune

to all sensations or excitement, no object or event causes

in him a ripple of joy or sorrow. He is thus not alive to

the vibrations of the world, which do not cause any

reactions in him. He can be said to be not alive. Still, as

he continues to breathe, we cannot also consider him as

77. Yramo Z Ûo{ï> g§gma§ AmË_mZ§ Z {XÑj{V &
hfm©_f©{d{Z_w©º$mo Z _¥Vmo Z M Ord{V Ÿ&& (XVIII-83)
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dead. He is neither alive nor dead for all practical

purposes.

77. There was never a seeker for moksha nor one who

was liberated. There was never a creation nor disso-

lution.

Na sukh¤ na ca v¢ dukh¤ na virakto na sa®gaw¢n ll

Na mumukshur na v¢  mukto na kinÃcin na ca ki®cana ll

(XVIII-96)

Kva s¨¾°ih kva ca samh¢rah kva s¢dhya¼ kva ca s¢dhana¼ l

Kva s¢dhakah kva sidhirv¢ svasvar¦pe(a)hamadvaye ll

(XX-7)

Nobody is a happy person nor is anybody unhappy.

There is nobody who got disgusted with the world nor

one who is attached to the world. There is nobody who

desires to get liberated nor is anybody who is liberated.

There is nothing at all. It is not also that there is nothing.

Where is either creation or dissolution? Where is a

goal to be achieved? Where are the accessories to

achieve? Where is the one who practises sadhana? Where

is the achievement? I am indestructible and in my own

nature. None of the aforesaid things are in me.

Ashtavakra's teachings end in a note of the famous

theory of ‘being ever un-born’ (Aj¢ta v¢da) propounded

by Goudapada, the grand Guru of Adi Sankara, in his

‘Mandookya Karika’.

77. Z gwIr Z M dm Xw…Ir Z {daº$mo Z g“dmZ² Ÿ&
Z _w_wjwZ© dm _wº$mo Z {H${#mÞ M {H$#mZ Ÿ&& (XVIII-96)
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""Na nirodho na cotpattih na baddho na ca sadhakahl

Na mukto na mumukshur va ityesha param¢rthata ll''

“There was never any creation. There was no

dissolution when the creation was destroyed. Nobody was

ever bound and nobody who was striving to do sadhana

to get moksha. There has never been a seeker for

liberation nor anybody who was liberated. This is the

ultimate truth, believe it or not.”

The entire world, the beings and the objects in it,

the birth and death, the bondages, the sadhana and

moksha – all these processes are all delusions like a

dream. There was never any of these things. The

unchanging Self alone has always been. It never got

transformed. It is in a dreamlike delusion of the mind, that

birth, death, bondage, liberation – all these seem to

appear. Nothing was created. Nothing underwent

destruction. When nothing was created, who was bound

and who was released? Let us all get out of the delusion

of the mind. Let us wake up. Nothing ever happened.

Nothing remains to be done. Yes, the Self, the only reality

always exists. The entire world was a delusive

superimposition on the Self. We are the Self and we ever

remain as we are.

A note of warning is necessary. Ashtavakra’s present

statement was not made in the beginning. This is not to

provide an excuse for the lazy practitioner to remain idle.

One has to strive and come at the ultimate knowledge

at the end of his sadhana. A knowledge of the ‘Ajata

vada’ will make our spiritual journey easier and smooth.
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But this is meant for an advanced level of sadhana. The

teachings of Ashtavakra will have an unfailing appeal to

many. To put them into practice is what is needed. There

is also another great helping factor. It is called the ‘Grace’

of the Lord (the Self). It is always with us. It is that

which removes the delusion and reveals to us finally who

we are. Let us all pray for that Grace to descend on us.

Hari Om




